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Abstract :
Electricity has become a part and parcel of life. Due to its vast application, it is now
a essential ingredients of human civilization. But due to the depleting source of fuel used
in power plant and transmission viability, rural India is facing many challenges in harnessing
uninterruptible electrical power.
Micro grid which consists of renewable source of energy like solar wind along with
energy storage device changing the life standards of many remote, distant rural village
with a new hope of development and prosperity.
Keywords. micro grid
1.

What is a Micro grid ?

The micro grid defined by CERTS (Consortium for Electric Reliability Technology
Solution of the USA) is a micro power system including a cluster of loads, storage and
multiple DGs. It can meet the requirement of power quality and reliability of power supply.
It provides both heat and power to the local areas. Micro grid system is operated at a low
voltage and it consists of several distributed energy resources such as solar panel, wind
turbine, micro turbine and various energy storage devices such as flywheel, battery, super
capacitors etc.
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Micro grid can operate in two modes :
1. Grid connected mode
2. Islanded mode
Thus micro grid can effectively integrate various sources of distributed generation
(DG), especially Renewable Energy Sources (RES) - renewable electricity, and can supply
emergency power, changing between island and connected modes. The Fig 1 represents
the overall components of a micro grid system.

Fig.- 1
2.

TYPES OF MICRO GRID
Micro grids are classified based on (i) Mode of operation (ii) Types (iii) Source (iv)
Scenario and (v) size.
2. 1 DC Micro Grid
Many new distributed energy resources are direct DC, e.g. photovoltaic (PV) generation, stationary batteries, mobile batteries, and fuel cells. Also, many high efficiency loads
are also direct DC Utilizing a DC bus in micro grid may avoid many of the power conversion steps required when using an AC bus, potentially leading to higher energy efficiency
and improved economic operation.

Fig.- 2
2

Microgrid : A Solution To Rural Electricity Problem

DC Micro grid having the following benefits
1.

Increase the introduction of distributed PV units.

2.

Reduce energy dissipation and facility costs resulting from AC/DC conversion
by integrating the junction between a commercial grid and DC bus which connects
PV units and accumulators.
Supply power to loads via regular distribution lines (not exclusive lines for
emergency) even during the blackout of commercial grids. Figure 2 shows a
schematic view of the DC micro grid system. This system utilizes a DC bus as its
backbone and distributes power to a user end loads

3.

2.2 :AC MICROGRID
DC generating units as well as energy storage will be connected to the AC bus via
DC-to-AC inverters, and further, AC-to-DC rectifiers are used for supplying DC loads. In
AC micro grid, all DERs and loads are connected to a common AC bus.

3.

Fig.- 3
DISTRIBUTED ENERGY RESOURCES (DER) INTERFACES:

Power converters allow connection of independent equipment and components on a
common system.
DGs technologies require specific converters and power electronic interfaces that are
used to convert the generated energy to suitable power types directly supplied to a grid or
to consumers.
4.

Advantages of microgrid:
 Ability to disconnect from utility grid during disturbance and operate independently.
 It reduces demand on utility grid thus prevents grid failure.
 We can use both electricity and heat energy so that over all efficiency increases.
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5.

Disadvantages of microgrid:
 Resynchronization to utility grid is difficult.

6.

Role of Minsitry of new and non renewable energy ,India in promoting micro
grid :

The Ministry of New and Renewable Energy (MNRE or the Ministry) aims to attain a
sustainable growth in the country by securing the energy needs through renewable energy
(RE) sources such as solar, biomass, water, wind etc. Along with the support to large scale
RE, the Ministry promotes decentralized solutions based on sources such as solar, biomass,
biogas, wind, small hydro etc. for meeting the lighting needs, other electricity and thermal
requirements especially in rural areas through separate programmes. Over time, based on
national developmental goals, these programmes have been reformed to focus on the
replacement of fossil fuels, and providing energy access to the unserved and underserved
populace.
Access to affordable and reliable electricity is crucial for spurring social and economic
progress in rural India, and for meeting developmental aspirations. As per the International
Energy Agency, World Energy Outlook 2015 report, India has 237 million people that have
no access to electricity. The Government has delivered significant progress on rural
electrification in the recent past through grid extension, however a large number of
households in rural areas still have no access to electricity. Decentralized RE solutions are
being deployed to address the last mile access challenge in rural areas in many parts of the
country.
With reducing costs and increasing efficiencies of RE technologies, RE based Micro
and Mini grids solutions are being perceived as a durable solution – able to provide reliable
and cost-effective energy service, cater to productive and commercial loads, accommodate
future loads, and connect with grid and feed surplus power if needed. Already, a few Energy
Service Companies (ESCOs) have successfully deployed micro and mini grid projects in
the country and many others are in the process of determining a viable business model.
The Ministry wants ESCOs to implement RE based micro and mini grid projects, and in
order to propel its deployment in the country it is empaneling interested parties as Rural
Energy
Service Providers (RESPs). The RESPs will earn certain privileges for implementation
under the Ministry’s programmes. Certainly, many more such supporting and practical
4
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measures will be required to encourage ESCOs and investors in to the micro and mini grid
space. The Ministry is keen on working with States (and State Nodal Agencies) to build a
supportive ecosystem for development – an environment able to minimize the risk associated
with such investments, and mobilizes capital. As micro and mini grids are main streamed,
it will enable in meeting the goals of reducing dependency on fossil fuels, providing clean
power to rural households, and meeting their aspirational needs.
6.1 : Preamble
RE based micro and mini grids with its enormous potential are a promising solution
to the access to energy challenge in the country. They offer the benefits of boosting local
economy by meeting energy needs of residential and commercial activities thereby
supporting enterprise development, generating employment opportunities, raising
individual/ household incomes etc. The Ministry therefore plans to support its expansion
on a large scale through its various on-going programmes. In this regard, the
Ministry is issuing a policy offering likely implementation solutions and approaches
for overcoming common issues and challenges that hamper the growth of mini grid sector.
The States are encouraged to refer to this policy document for developing their respective
programmes, policies and regulations. The underlying principles of the policy are listed
below:


Mainstream RE mini grids for enhancing access to affordable energy services,
and improving local economy

 Streamline project development procedures for ESCOs


Provide operational frameworks to operate along with the Distribution Company
(DISCOM) grid



Optimize access to central financial assistance and other incentives



Foster innovation in mini grid models to cater to rural needs.
6.2 :Scope of Policy
The objective of the policy is to promote the deployment of micro and mini grids
powered by RE sources such as solar, biomass, pico hydro, wind etc. in un-served and
underserved parts of the country by encouraging the development of State-level policies
and regulations, that enable participation of ESCOs1 . The Ministry targets to achieve
deployment of at least 10,000 RE based micro and mini grid projects across the country
with a minimum installed RE capacity of 500 MW in next 5 years (taking average size as
50 kW). Each micro and mini grid project should be able to meet the basic needs of every
5
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household in vicinity, and also aspire to provide energy for services beyond lighting such
as fan, mobile charging; productive and commercial requirement.
Conclusion :
The potential of Indian villages to be a hub for distributed generation has paved the
way of setting up micro grid which not only caters the need of individual but also export
the surplus energy to the grid in grid connected mode. Working in a coordinated way can
be a boom for our electrical energy security scenario creating a better living standard as
well as making India power surplus country.
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Abstract :
Need of mobility all across the worldis increasing exponentially. This is also an
important prerequisite for the progress of modern society. In the past, automobile has played
a crucial role and shall continue to play a dominant role in the progress of society. The
demand of automobiles is increasing rapidly especially in the countries like China, India,
Brazil and Korea. The rising economies of these countries will further increase the demand
of automobiles. In order to achieve safety, comfort and environment friendliness, automobile
companies are investing heavily in research and development. In this context,
nanotechnologies are likely to play an important role. Nanotechnology is opening new
doors for innovative products and imaginative applications in automobile sector. This paper
focuses on the recent trends and future innovative nanotechnology applications in
automobileindustry.
1.

Introduction :

Nanotechnology is one of the most significant research areas to emerge in the past
two decades or so. It is based on the concept of creating applications based on components
built at the very small scale.Nanotechnology is the engineering ofmaterials on the scale of
1 nanometre (nm) to 100 nm, a nanometre being 1 billionth of a meter. At this level, the
basic physical laws governing macro objects undergo a drastic change. A macro particle is
a cluster of atoms arranged together in random order.Theformation of the structure is left
to nature, and control over the properties of the material is difficult. Nanotechnology, on
7
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the other hand, is a bottom-up approach where materials are created by placing individual
atoms together. This decreases the randomness in the structural formation, enabling
significant control over the properties of the material. Mechanical properties such as strength,
ductility, and resilience can all be incorporated into one material.Nanotechnology is the
understanding and control of matter at dimensions of roughly 1-100 nm, where unique
phenomena enable novel applications. A nanometer is 10-9 of a meter;a sheet of paper is
about 100,000 nm thick. Encompassing nanoscale science, engineering and technology,
nanotechnology involves imaging, measuring, modeling, and manipulating matter at this
length scale. At this level, the physical, chemical and biological properties of materials
differ in fundamental and valuable ways from both the properties of individual atoms and
molecules or bulk matter.
Nanotechnology offers many benefits to various aspects of entire spectrum of industry.
The automotive industry is also not untouched by the brewing nanotechnology revolution.
Nanotechnology enhanced materials have already started beginning to improve the
performance and cost-effectiveness of automobiles, and in coming years it will further
become more and more viable as stronger, lighter and harder nonmaterial are commercially
available. Although, a large number of nano-structures have been investigated till now,
however, the most significant among them are synthesized from single atomistic layers of
carbon. These structures include hollow ball shaped “Bucky balls” (Fullerene-C60), Carbon
nano tubes (CNTs) and grapheme sheets which have a very interesting range of mechanical,
thermal and electrical properties [1]. Alarge number of nanomaterials such as metal
nanoparticles, nano-powder, nano-adhesives, nano coatings, are being increasingly used in
automotive applications.
1.

1Nano-composites

A nanocomposite is defined as a solid matrix (usually polymers) that contains a
nanoscale filler, called a nano-object (for example nanoparticles, nanotubes, nanofibres,
etc.). The main characteristics of nano-objects are increased surface area (contact between
the particle and its environment): this gives increased interaction between the particle and
the surrounding matrix, resulting in improved mechanical, chemical, and thermal properties
(1 g of particles of 25 nm has a surface area of 20 m2); and 2) transparency: when the
particle diameter is lower than 30 nm, the reflection of visible light isnegligible.
Nano-composites are a mixture of a conventional material with a nano-scale material.
In the case of Polymer-Clay Nano-composites, the clay particles act as the nano material.
8
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Nano-composite materials combine bulk properties of conventional materials with the sizedependent properties of nano-scale materials to create composite materials with novel
properties. The range of potential nano-composite materials is infinite. These characteristics
are the drivers for the development of nano-objects. Thus, there is a wide range of nanoobjects available on the market or under development today. Although nanotechnology is
considered as a recent science, some of these nano- objects have been sold for decades,
even in millions of tons per year. Examples of these are primarily nanoparticles: carbon
black, precipitate and fumed silica, etc. Relatively new nano-objects have already found
commercial applications, showing real added value when compared to older particles. These
nano- objects are (see Figure -1)[2]

The automotive industry is one of many fields of applications that have seen the
growing impact of nanomaterials. Nanomaterial products are finding uses in the automotive
industry for a variety of functions. Examples are


fuel-borne catalysts for soot prevention in particulate filters,
tires reinforced with nanoparticles for better abrasion resistance and improved
gas permeability,



car coatings exhibiting greater scratch resistance and improvedgloss,



anti-fog coatings for headlight and windshield that are highly hydrophilic,
forming water films instead ofdroplets,



9
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Structural plastic parts combining higher mechanical performance with
reducedweight.
General Motors showed the first commercial use of nanoclays in cars in 2002, with
the Chevrolet Astro and GMC Safari vans. The step-assist was made of thermoplastic
olefin filled with 3% nanoclays. It was much lighter, stiffer, and less brittle at cold
temperatures than those made with the conventional talc filler. Although this application
drew large media coverage, it has since been terminated. In 2004-2005, GM released the
Chevrolet Impala with a body side trim made of nanoclays. A weight savings of 3 to 25%
was achieved on the redesigned parts, but their performance is questioned. In 2005, GM’s
Hummer H2 SUT cargo bed trim contained 3 kg of nanoclays percar Other car manufacturers
commercialising Nano clay- filled parts include Maserati, Daimler Chrysler and Audi.
Maserati engine bay covers are made of Ube nylon-6 nanocomposites, containing 2%
nanoclays by weight.
2 : Benefits and Challenges of nanacomposites
The advantage of nanocomposites over conventional composites is that their
mechanical, electrical, thermal, barrier and chemical properties such as increased tensile
strength, improved heat deflection temperature, flame retardancy, etc. can be achieved
with typically 3-5 wt. % loading of the nanomaterials such as clays, nanotubes and nanofibers
while the latter require a high content of the inorganic fillers from 10 wt. % to as much as
50 wt. % in general, to impart the desired properties.Another advantage of nanocomposites
is that the strength, shrinkage, war page, viscosity and optical properties of the polymer
matrix are not significantly affected. The enhanced properties are attributed to the structure
and morphology of the nanocomposite, as they (clays/polymer) contain organically treated
clays such as hectolitre, montmorillonite, and synthetic mica as well as nanotubes (carbon
nanotubes, halloysite nanotubes). These nanomaterials have a large aspect ratio (1000:1)
and each one is approximately 1 nm thick and hundreds or thousands of these layers are
stacked together with weak Van der Waals forces to form a clay particle, resulting in
subsequent exfoliation in which the individual layers are peeled apart and then dispersed
throughout the polymer matrix. The excellent degree of exfoliation, which results in smaller
particle sizes and provides the greater surface area to interact with the host polymer, results
in improved performance. CNTs-enabled nanocomposites are also receiving attention as a
mechanical reinforcement and electrically conductive additive for automotive fuel system
components requiring electrical conductivity. However, there are still many limitations
and challenges for nanocomposites production. These include:
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2.1 : Processingof nanocomposites
Compatibility, dispersion and exfoliation between nanomaterials and polymer
matrices. Only a limited number of plastic matrices (mostly thermoplastics) are compatible
with nanoclays/nanotubes/nanofibers as intercalation of clays with the precursor of a polymer
can change the functionality of the polymer and inhibit itsproperties.
Cost : The production of nanocomposites on a commercial scale at viable prices, as
polymer matrix price depends on crude oil prices and CNTs price is also high.
Consistency and reliability in volume production : It is possible to get consistency
and reliability in volume production materials to a great extent. However, particle size
distribution and control in volume manufacturing is not soeasy.
High lead time : Commercializing the end-use products would take a longer time,
mainly due to stringent approval and OEMs acceptance.
Oxidative and thermal instability of nanoclays : Commonly used organoclays are
thermally unstable due to exchange of metal cations in clay galleries with organic ammonium
salts and can degrade at temperatures as low as 170°C. It is clear that such organoclays are
not suitable for most engineering plastics that are fabricated by melt processing
technology[3].
3.
Future Development and Directions
It is quite evident from the foregoing discussion that polymer nanocomposites are
finding many applications in the automotive industry, and the market for these materials is
on the path of growth and expansion. The OEMs/Tier I, Tier II, Tier III, raw materials/
nanointermediates manufacturers, researchers and technologists are realizing that other
than clays, nanomaterials like grapheme, carbon nanofibers, nanofoams,multiscale hybrid
reinforcement and graphene-enabled rubber nanocomposites could drive the market
dynamics.
4.
Functional Advantages of Nanotechnology
Nanotechnologies can be utilized in a wide range of industries owing to unique effects
and functional properties. Functional advantages which are direct fallout of unique properties
of nano materials are described here under.
4.1: Mechanical Properties
The demonstrated improved mechanical properties of nanostructure material are
higher hardness, increased breaking strength at low temperatures or super elasticity at higher
temperatures. The mechanical properties exhibited are due todecrease in grain size resulting
in dimensions below which deformation mechanism does not occur in grain itself. These
11
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benefits can be translated in terms of lightweight materials, increased durability of
components and effective lubricatingsystem.
4.2 : Geometric Properties
At contact surfaces, a crucial reaction between gaseous or liquid and solid substances
takes place at nanoscale. Interaction in different medias therefore requires special physical
and chemical properties of the surface of the particles, fibres, pores and the products. With
regard to protection function, these demands include resistance against oxidation, corrosion,
mechanical abrasions and high temperature .Because of the small size of nanostructures,
the extreme surface-to- volume ratio of these materials becomes more important. Therefore,
large specific surface and the surface properties of nanostructured materials influence
chemical activity Due to pores at nanometer range, materials can exhibit properties which
can be used in nanofilters.
4.3 : Optical Properties
Since nanoparticles are very small as compared to the wavelength of the visible
light, no reflection occurs from these particles. Dispersion effect is also demonstrated by
nanoparticles which can cause colour effect. By altering the size of the nanoparticles, desired
wavelength region can be achieved for intended application. Therefore, the optical property
suchas light absorption and emission behaviour gets altered. The fact nanoscale features
are smaller than the wavelength of visible photons, also impacts light scattering, enabling
the design of nanocrystalline ceramics that are as transparent asglass.
4.4: Electronic Functionalities
In the nanometer range, quantum effects take place that cannot be observed in larger
objects. Charge carriers that can move freely in volume of solid material are strongly
influenced in their mobility by nano objects given their small dimensions. The behaviour
can also be observed in a materialwithmacroscopic dimensions consisting of nanocrystalline
crystallites separated by grain boundaries. Scattering of charge carriers on boundary surfaces
affects several electrical properties. Therefore, an increase in the specific electrical resistance
in comparison to a material with crystals in the micrometer range can often be observed.
The manipulation of the grain size of such a material allows turning of the electronic
properties[4].
5.

Nano composites drive opportunities inthe automotivesector

Nanocomposites are an emerging class of polymeric materials exhibiting excellent
mechanical properties, enhanced modulus and dimensional stability, flame retardancy,
12
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improved scratch and mar resistance, superior thermal and processing properties, reduced
warpage of components and enhanced impact resistance making them suitable to replace
metals in automotive and other applications[3]. The key drivers for the use of polymer
nanocomposite-enabled parts in the automotive industry are reduction in vehicle’s weight,
improved engine efficiency (fuel saving), reduction in CO2 emissions and superior
performance (great er safet y, increased comfort and better drive ability.The
commercialization of polymer nanocomposites started in 1991 when Toyota Motor Co.
first introduced nylon-6/clay nanocomposites in the market to produce timing belt covers
as a part of the engine for their Toyota Camry cars, in collaboration with Ube industries in
19912. At about the sameperiod, Unitika Co. of Japan introduced nylon-6 nanocomposite
for engine covers on Mitsubishi GDI engines manufactured by injection moulding, the
product is said to offer a 20% weight reduction and excellent surface finish. In 2002,
General Motors launched a step-assist automotive component made of polyolefin reinforced
with 3% nanoclays, in collaboration with Basell (now LyondellBasell Industries) for GM’s
Safari and Chevrolet Astro vans, followed by the application of these nanocomposites in
the doors of Chevrolet Impalas.
Nanoclays also offer a reduction in relative heat release, excellent dispersion and
exfoliation, excellent flame retardant synergy, and reduced weight. Polyolefin is commonly
used as host polymer and thermoplastics such as polyamide (nylon), Polyphenylene Sulphide
(PPS), Polyetheretherketone (PEEK), Polyethylene terephthalate (PET), polycarbonate,
thermosets such as epoxy, and thermoplastic elastomers such as butadiene-styrene diblock
copolymer are also used in more demanding automotive applications. The use of
thermoplastics as a matrix material in nanocomposites has been growing steadily, especially
in automotive applications, largely due to the material’s low cost, high performance, low
density, longer shelf life, easy dispersion and processing with nanomaterials, ability to
regrind, and recyclability. Thermoplastics also offer enhanced mechanical, thermal, electrical
and barrier properties, excellent fracture toughness over thermosets as well as the ability to
be easily joined by mechanical joining and weldingtechniques[5].
5.1: The list of specific automotive nanotechnology applications includes at least
thefollowing:


Lightweight structurematerials



Fire-resistant and thermal protectionmaterials



Strength, hardness and durationimprovement
13
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Functional paint and coating/smartskins



Self-cleaning



Scratch-resistant



Anti-corrosion



Color effects



Opticalperformance



Programmablematerials



Other functionalmaterials

5.2 : Nanotech-based energy generation and storage

6.



Fuelcells



Solar cells



Gasoline catalyst



Energystorage



Ultrafine sensing andmonitoring



Motion monitoring



Pressuremonitoring



Inclination monitoring



Biometricsystems



Climatesensing



Nanoelectronics



Smart-enginemanagement



Displays and lighting



High-temperature electronics



Securitycontrolling



Long-lastingbatteries

Applications of Nanotechnologies in Automobiles

Nanotechnology offers great promises of innovative products and sustainable solutions
to entire cross section of industry. Automotive industry is set to get benefited with research
and development taking place in nanotechnology. The nanotechnology enabled products
14
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have already started showing its presence across automotive industry by way of enhanced
performance and cost effectiveness. The industry requirements of increased fuel efficiency,
safety and comfort, environmental safety etc are set to be revolutionarised by
nanotechnology. As on date, a large number of nanotechnology applications are in use in
automobile industry.
Figure 1 Automotive applications of nanotechnology
6.1: The most promising automotive applications of nanotechnology include the
following:


Improved materials with CNTs, grapheme and other nanoparticles/structures



Improved mechanical, thermal, and appearance properties for plastics



Coatings & encapsulates for wear and corrosion resistance, permeation barriers,
andappearance Cooling fluids with improved thermal performance



Joining interfaces for improved thermal cycle and crackresistance



Metal alloys with greater mechanical strength



Metal matrix and ceramics with improved mechanical properties



Solder materials with crack resistance or lower processingtemperature



Displays with lower cost and higher performance



Batteries for electric vehicles and fuel cells with improved energy capacity
Aut omot ive sensors with nano-sensing elements, nanostructures
andnanomachines



Hybrid electric vehicles using electrical interconnects for high-frequency and
high power applications
15
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Electrical switching including CNT transistors, quantum Transistors, nanoelectromechanical switches, electron emission amplification, and more efficient
solar cells



Self-assembly using fluidcarriers.

6.2 : Nanotechnology for Car Body
Keeping in mind the safety of the automobile occupant, it is important to develop
nano structured materials which can offer high strength to take care of the high intensity
impact during crash. Light weightwould also lead to reduced fuel consumption and thus
economy in operation.
6.3 : Nano Steel
Crash safety and lightweight are the two major issues which are required to be
addressed. A high strength yet light weight material for car body can be produced by using
nanotechnologies. It has been reported that embedded nano particles of metallic carbon
nitride can effectively increase the strength of steel. In long term loading tiers of up to
10,000 hours, it was observed that a share of 0.002 percent of finely dispersed carbon can
increase the stability of the steel significantly. The small size of only five to ten nanometer
of carbon nitride is responsible for the outstanding properties.

Figure 2.Nano Steel

6.4 : Corrosion Protection
Another desired characteristic of automotive parts is corrosion protection. Widely
used Chrome III (Cr3+) does not offer long term protection. By the use of nanotechnologies
it has been made possible to enhance protection by the use of SiO2 nano particles in the
electrolyte. The passivation achieved through galvanization processes consists of a Cr3+
enriched layer and a layer containing SiO2 nano particles in Cr3+matrix.
16
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6.5 : Nanotechnology for Chassis and exterior
Reduction of the automobile weight is the primary concern of the automobile
manufacturer. The reduced weight of the automobile leads to reduced fuel consumption
and emission of exhaust fumes.
Nanotechnologies can give rise to lighter and more resistant materials by incorporation
of nano particles or by the control of structure at nano scale. It is possible to achieve same
mechanical strength with less and lighter material with enhancedperformance.
Nano engineered thermoplastic materials allow a weight reduction of up to 40%
compared to traditional steel chassis parts. With regard to paints and surface coatings,
nanostructured surfaces result in improved paint adhesion and colour durability. Selfcleaning will become standard on windscreens and car body shells. Scratch-resistant, dirt
repellent, UV- resistant and self-healing car paints are applications that already exist or are
indevelopment.tire needs good grip its rolling resistance has to be low as well. Some 30%
of the tire cover consists of reinforcing filler which makes possible wanted properties such
as grip, abrasion resistance, resistance to initial wear and tear, and tear propagation. There
are three products that significantly improve the properties of natural rubber: soot, silica
and organosilane. Now being produced in nanoscale form, these particles as well as the
crosslinking with the natural rubber molecules play a key role for tireproperties.

Figure 3 Nano Tyre
6.6 : Ultra-Thin Layers for Mirrors and Reflectors
Carbon black was the first nanomaterial to be used by the automotive industry in
tires as a pigment and reinforcing agent.The key to tire performance is the mixture of the
rubber but its optimization requirements can be contradictory (highly complex chemical
17
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and physical interactions between the rubber and the filler material):While theNowadays,
large amount of glass is processed in a car with major chunk used for windscreen and
window panes. Nanotechnology holds great promise in reducing the weight of the glass by
the substitution of mineral glass by polymer glass. in order to make polymer glass scratch
and impact resistant , it is coatedwith paints having extremely hard aluminum oxide nano
particles placed in the substrate matrix during the hardening process resulting in high
abrasive resistance with increased impactstrength.
6.7 : Nanotechnology for Engine and Transmission System
Nanotechnology is also key to improving fuel cell performance of future generations
of hydrogen- powered cars. One of the leading fuel cell technologies developed, in particular
for transportation applications, is the proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cell, also
known as polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells – both resulting in the same acronym
PEMFC. These fuel cells are powered by the electrochemical oxidation reaction of hydrogen
and by the electro reduction of the oxygen contained in air. Although nanotechnology
promises cheapbipolar materials using nanocomposites, more efficient non-platinum electro
catalysts, and thermally stable and more durable membranes to become available in the
near future, the precious metal platinum still remains the workhorse of PEM fuel cells.
One way to minimize platinum usage is to increase catalytic efficiency by nanostructuring
the platinum metal; another way of eliminating the use of platinum altogether is by exploring
the use of much cheaper non- precious metal catalysts where the nanostructured surfaces
match or exceed the catalytic properties of platinum.

Figure 4 Nano Technology in Reduction Friction Amongst Moving Parts
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For fuel cell cars, hydrogen sensors will be a critical component for safety and widely
needed. They will detect leaks long before the gas becomes an explosive hazard. Researchers
have already developed thin, flexible hydrogen sensors using nanostructured materials,
i.e., single-walled carbon nanotubes decorated with palladium nanoparticles. Of course,
we will be stuck with gas-guzzling cars for quite some time to come. Improved fuel
efficiency and the reduction of harmful exhaust emissions are two key areas where
nanotechnology applications will make an impact. In today’s automobiles, 10-15 per cent
of the fuel consumption is influenced by engine friction dueto the friction loss at the moving
mechanical parts (piston, crank drive, valve drive). Nano coatings applied to mechanical
parts, and nanostructured lubricants, help reduce friction and abrasion and thereby improve
fuel efficiency
6.8: Reduction in Exhaust Emission
Modern automobiles are able to reduceexhaust emission by the use of catalytic
converter which consist of high grade steel housing that include catalytically active materials
used for conversion of pollutants to nitrogen , steam and carbon dioxide. Nanotechnology
plays an important role during conversion of toxic to non-toxic gases. If the material used
for the catalytic function is scaled to nanometer range, the specific surface increases
drastically.The omposition is designed in such a way that the exhaust gases can optimally
interact withcoating thereby increasing the rate of chemical transformation into harmless
substances.
7.

Conclusion

The automotive industry will be influenced by the development and implementation
nanotechnology. It is our hope to raise the awareness that nanotechnology will positively
influence the business of the automotive industry over the next several years. Due to the
small size of nano-materials, their physical/ chemical properties (e.g. stability, hardness,
conductivity, reactivity, optical sensitivity, melting point, etc.) can be manipulated to improve
the overall properties of conventionalmaterial.
Automobile industry is set to be influenced by the development taking place in the
field of nanotechnology. Due to small size of particles in nano range, their chemical and
physical properties can be altered to improve the overall properties of conventional material.
Increased surface area of the metal nano particles results in significantly enhanced reactivity
in a catalytic converter thereby resulting in reduction of emission. Other fields where nano
technology is likely to be employed gainfully are cooling systems for efficient heat transfer
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and use of nano-magnetic fluids in shock absorbers to increase vibration control efficiency.
High efficient nano layers of semiconductor materials provide electronic components and
systems with a longer lifetime.Sensors based on nano-layer structures find applications in
engine control, airbag, antilock brake and electronic stability program systems.
Nanotechnology is therefore likely to influence the auto industry in a great deal and shall
deliver features and products which are not scalable today.
8.
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Abstract :
In this article the author has put an effort in the art of writing a scientific paper. As a
scientific paper states, explains as well as justifies a particular work, it should be
communicated to the entire science fraternity in a proper way. The clarity of the work lies
in how it would be represented in pen and paper. The various steps involved in writing a
paper are highlighted in the current work.
Keywords. Scientific, Paper.
1:

What does a Scientific Paper mean?

If the data, hypotheses and a result can be described in an organised manner it can be
put forth as a scientific paper. Being the central part of a research a paper should be intended
to instruct the reader. If a research work does not lead to papers despite of being interesting,
it becomes non-existent or it might just equivalent to not have been done. The author
should realize that the research objective is to formulate and test hypotheses and to draw
conclusions from the carried out tests. More importantly these conclusions need to be
shared with others and taught to the readers. The objective solely is not to collect data.
A paper is not meant to be like an archival device for storing a complete research
work. It also gives a planning structure for the research work in progress. This can be very
much useful in organising and conducting the work. A research programme will be a good
one if it has a good outline. Throughout the work the plans or outlines should be written
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and re-written on a regular basis. The research work begins with the plan and ends with the
outline. The efficiency of the author will be immensely enhanced by pitting a continuous
effort for understanding, analysing, summarizing and then finally reformulating the data
rather than just to collect and only start to organize them when their collection is complete.
2 :

Outlines of a Paper

2.1: The Reason for Outlines
An outline is a written plan of the organisation of a paper which includes the collected
data on which it rests. In writing papers, preparing seminars and research planning the
central place of an outline should be emphasized. The outline rather than just an outline of
test should contain an appropriate presentation of data carefully in an organised way with
relevant objectives, hypotheses and conclusions. Every outline itself contains little text.
Once the data and organisation is complete, the supporting texts can be assembled easily.
The text has no meaning if we don’t agree on the outline. The data organisation part
of a paper consumes most of the thought and goes into the analysis where much of the time
in writing a paper goes into the text. It is always an efficient practice to write several cycles
of outlines before beginning to write text as writing different versions of the full text is
slow. All writings we need to do (papers, reports, proposals, slides for seminars etc.) should
be from outlines.
2.2 : How an Outline should be constructed?
As per the classical approach the start of an outline is with a blank paper piece in
which all important ideas that is concerning us to a paper is written in any order. Then
following set of questions are need to be asked to ourselves:
-

Why did we do this work ?

-

What does it mean ?

-

What hypotheses did we mean to test ?

-

What ones did we actually test ?

-

What were the results ?

-

Did the work yield a new method ?

-

What measurements did we make ?

-

What parameters ?

-

How were they characterised ?
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The possible equations, figures and schemes is sketched. If we start the research to
test one hypothesis and found that the same data seem to test some other problem/hypothesis
better, then no need to worry. We have to write them both down and pick the best
combinations of hypotheses, objectives and data. More often the objectives of a work
when it is finished are different from those used to justify starting the work as much of
good science is opportunistic and revisionist.
Once we have written what we can then the organisation of the same is to be started
with a separate piece of paper. All these ideas should be into three major heaps.
(a)

(b)

(c)

Introduction
-

Why the work has been carried out ?

-

What are the major motivations behind the work and hypotheses ?

Results and Discussion
-

What were the results ?

-

How the experiments were made and characterised ?

-

What was measured ?

Conclusion
-

What does it all mean ?

-

What hypotheses were proved and disproved ?

-

What did we learn ?

-

Why does the work make a difference ?

The next part is to organise each of these sections to a finer scale and the complete
concentration should be on organising the data. For a clear presentation of the data the
figures, tables and schemes are to be constructed. This process can be slow such as we may
have to sketch a figure five to ten times in different ways to decide which one is the most
clear and looks best aesthetically. Finally everything (outline of different sections, tables,
figures, equations etc.) needs to be put in a good order.
When we are satisfied that we have included all the data or there is a need of collecting
some additional data, the organisation of the data starts. Then we have to indicate where
missing data will go, how we think they will look and how we will interpret them if our
hypothesis is correct. This outline is taken to someone else to add his/her opinions, suggestion
for changes and will be returned back. When all are agreed, the data is usually in its final
form the writing can be started with some assurance that much of our prose will be used.
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Under any circumstances we should not wait for the complete collection of the data before
starting to write an outline. In real no research work is ever complete and it saves enormous
effort and substantial amount of time to propose a reasonable paper and outline as soon as
the basic structure of the project is visualised. The effort of writing an outline will always
have helped in guiding the research.
2.3 : The Outline
An outline should contain:
(a) Title
(b) Authors name and address
(c) Abstract
It need not to be written initially and can be done once the paper is complete.
(d) Introduction
Particular attention must be given for the first sentence. Ideally it should state the
objective of the work in a concise manner and indicate the importance of this particular
objective. Generally the introduction should have following elements:
-

The work objective

-

The justification for these objectives with the importance of the work.

-

The background of the What else work has been done by others ? How ? and
What have we done previously, if any?

-

The reader must be guided in a context that: What he is watching for in the
paper ? What are the interesting points? and What strategy we used in the work ?

(e) Experimental
In includes the correct order of all the experimental works/methods in different
subheadings or paragraphs correspond to the order in the result section. Also images, if any
need to be presented for better understanding of the work.
(f) Results and Discussion
Usually the results and discussions are presented in a single combined section. This
section should be segregated as per the important major topics. There should be subheadings
for separate parts to make the organisation of this section more clear. It will help the reader
to mark out the important segments by scanning through the final text. The following list
includes examples of phrases that might be section headings:


Evaluation of SN ratio
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Analysis of variance



Calculation of percentage contribution



Macrostructure



Microstructure and fractography

As possible these sections are to be made as specific and rich with the information.
Significant amount of text need not to be written in the outline but all the data should be in
their proper place. Any text should simply indicate what will go in that particular section.
The followings are the point marks:


Section Headings



Figures with captions



Equations with number.



Tables in appropriate format

A paper need to be considered as a collection of experimental results, summarized in
a clear and economical manner with the help of figures, tables, equations and methods.
The text is secondary and used just to explain the data. The paper will be short and readable
if more information can be compressed into tables, equations etc.
(g) Conclusion
The conclusions of a paper are to be summarized in the outline as a list of short
sentences. Whatever is there in the result section should not be repeated unless special
emphasis is required. It is not a summary rather should indicate the significance of the
work.
2.4 : In Summary
-

Writing of the possible outlines for a paper should be started early in a project.
We need mot wait till the end because it may never come.

-

The paper and its outline is to be organized through an easily assimilated data
such as tables, figures, equations, schemes etc. rather than around the text.

-

Organization should be carried out in order of importance not in chronological
order. The weight given to different topics in a paper on the basis of its importance
is very much vital. Most of the readers normally don’t care how we reached into
our significant results; they are more interested in what they are. So the paper
should be started with the most important results first and then the secondary
results later, if at all. A paper of shorter size is easier and convenient to read than
longer ones.
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3:

Some Points of Style
ISSUES

4:

NOT

BUT



Nouns not to be used as weld formation; reaction
adjectives
product

formation of weld; product
of the reaction



The word “this” must
always be followed by
a noun, so that its
reference is explicit.

This reaction is fast; this
method leads to defects



The experimental results Addition of heat gives
are to be uniformly
quality.
in the past tense.

Addition of heat gave quality.



Use of the active voice
whenever possible.

It was observed that
the strength decreased.

The strength decreased
orWe observed that
the strength decreased.



All comparisons to be
compared.

The strength was higher
using copper powder.

The strength was higher
using copper powder
than aluminium.

This is a faster process;
this leads to defects.

Conclusion

In this article an attempt has been made to convey the methods of writing a scientific
paper. This may be based on some research work or on a survey/review. This writing will
definitely guide the beginners who are involved in their research works in diverse areas
and thinking of starting the documentation process of the same. Now a days though there
are a lots of advanced technical writing methods have been evolved this work is for to start
the documentation.
5:
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INTERLINKING OF RIVERS
(A NEED OF THE HOUR)
Padmalochan Behera,
Lect.(Civil),Govt. Polytechnic, Sonepur

INTRODUCTION :
India is a blessed land of Rivers but sometimes the blessings became sorrows due to
negligence and mis-management of resources. Recently we have seen some worst scenario
of drought in western & South India while the North & East India was severely flooded at
the same time. To avoid these conditions, the water from surplus river basin may be
transferred to water deficit river basins which is known River Interlinking. The rivers to be
interconnected though canals which will carry the water from one river to another. The
concept of river interlinking was evolved in 1950s in United Nations. In India it was first
suggested by Dr. K.L.Rao in 1972 to link Ganga with Cauvery. Later On 1982 Govt. of
India establish an autonomous body National Water Development Agency (NWDA) to
work on this aspect.
Necessity of Interlinking :


The uncertainty of occurrence of rainfall and fluctuation in seasonal and annual
rainfall creating the problem of drought and shortage of drinking water.



The increasing population demands more food grains which may rise to 450MT
from 200MT currently, for which the irrigation potential has to be increased.



More importantly floods, which are recurring feature in India, flood damages
increased to 5846 crores in 1998 from 52 crores in 1953.
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With increase in population, the per capita water availability declined from 5.20
Th.cu.m per annum in 1950 to 1.80 Th.cu.m per annum in 2000 and is expected
to slip further to 1.34 Th.cu.m per annum in 2025.
One of the most effective way to solve these is inter basin transfer of water
(interlinking).
Some Existing Interlinking Projects :
1.
Lesotho Highlands Water Project :
It transfers water From Senqu river, Lesotho to Vaal River of South Africa. It diverts
arround 750 M m3 of water Per annum. In phase 1 construction it costs arround $2billion
while the royalties and hydropower revenue was $31billion in 2004 which is about 5% of
GDP.
2.
Kurnool Cudappah canal :
This project was built in 1863 by a private company which transfers water from
Krishna basin to Pennar basin. It consists of 304 km long canal of capacity 84.9 cumecs
which irrigates 52746 ha.
3.
Telugu Ganga Project :
This project is currently implemented to meet the pressing need of water to chennai
metropolitan area. It brings Krishna water from Srisailam reservoir through an open canal,
first to Somasila reservoir in Pennar valley.
From Somasila, the water is taken through a 45 km canal to Kandaleru and then to
Pondi reservoir in Tamil Nadu through another 200 km long canal. The canal also irrigates
2.33 lakh ha of land in Andhra Pradesh.
4.
Ravi-Beas-Sutlej-Indira Gandhi Nahar Project:
Combines Beas-Sutlej link with Indira Gandhi Nahar project. It irrigates around 26.3
lakh ha. of land and generates 1354 MW hydropower at Bhakra Nangal.
NWDA and The Present status of ILR Project:

National Water Development Agency (NWDA) was established in july 1982
under ministry of water resources of govt. of India to work on this perspective.

It visualizes 30 interlinking projects i.e. Himalayan component(14 projects) and
Peninsular component (16 projects).

Its objective is to carry out detailed surveys and investigations of possible
reservoir sites and interconnecting links in order to establish feasibility of the
proposal of Peninsular rivers Development and Himalayan Rivers Development
component.
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HIMALAYANCOMPONENT:
1.

Kosi – Mechi

2.

Kosi – Ghagra

PENINSULAR COMPONENT:
1. Mahanadi (Manibhadra)– Godavari(d/s)
2.

Godavari (Inchampalli) –
Krishna (Nagarjunsagar)

3.

Gandak – Ganga

3.

Godavari (Inchampalli Low Dam) –
Krishna (Nagarjunsagar Tail Pond)

4.

Ghagra – Yamuna

4.

Godavari (Polavaram)
– Krishna (Vijaywada)

5.

Sarda – Yamuna

5.

Krishna (Almatti) – Pennar

6.

Yamuna – Rajasthan

6.

Krishna (Srisilam) – Pennar

7.

Rajasthan – Sabarmati

7.

Krishna (Nagarjunsagar)
– Pennar (Somasila)

8.

Chunar – Sone Barrage

8.

Pennar (Somasila) – Cauvery (Grand Anicut)

9.

Sone Dam–Southern

9.

Cauvery (Kattalai) – Vaigai –Gundar
Tributaries of Ganga

10. Brahmputra – Ganga (MSTG)

10. Ken – Betwa

11. Brahmputra – Ganga (JTF)

11. Parbati – Kalisindh – Chambal

12. Farakka – Sunderbans

12. Par – Tapi – Narmada

13. Ganga – Damodar – Subernrekha

13. Damanganga – Pinja

14. Subernrekha – Mahanadi

14. Bedti – Varda
15. Netravati – Hemavati
16. Pamba – Achankovil – Vaippar

(Himalayan Link Components)

(Peninsular Components)
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NWDA has prepared the preliminary reports of all the ILR projects and submitted to
concerned state governments for their consent while the feasibility report of 2 links i.e.
Sarda-Yamuna & Ghaghara-Yamuna has been completed and the survey & Investigation
of other projects are under process due to international boundaries.
Govt. of Odisha submitted proposal for taking up three intra-State links. The PFR of
Mahanadi-Brahmani intra-State link was completed by NWDA and not found technoeconomically viable. The PFRs of two more links viz; (i) Mahanadi-Rushikulya Link Project
(Barmul Project) and (ii) Vamsadhara-Rushikulya (Nandininalla) Project have been
completed.
Barriers to Overcome:


The main barrier is high initial investment i.e. arround 5.6 lakh crore.



Rehabilitation which is not an easy task.



Environmental cost i.e. deforestation and soil erosion.



Pollution of one river may transfer to another river.



Political dispute between states.

Advantages of ILR:
The major benefit is flood control. As the surplus water which causes flood is
diverted to another river.


Water will be easily available for irrigation leading to increase in food production
and drought eradication.




Generation of hydroelectric power,it will be arround 25ooo MW.



Sufficient drinking water will be available.



Huge employment generation.



Inland navigation.



Increase in National integration.



Socio-Economic development.

Conclusion:
Though it has some disadvantage but if we take care of these troubles then the benefits
we get will last for centuries which will lead to a progressed India. Hence it is necessary to
implement the project in accordance with environmental and social values.
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Effects of Sr and Sb on the microstructure,
mechanical properties and creep behavior of
AZ91 Mg-based alloy
Er. Subrat Kumar Behera
Lecturer In Metallurgy
Osme Keonjhar

ABSTRACT :
The lightweight necessities in the car and transport segments has turned into the
essential significance in the current circumstances which has emerged in light of the fact
that to diminish the environmental emissions, to expand the effectiveness and to meet the
client requests from everyday life for which the powertrain parts requires a need of
lightweight with good strength. Magnesium offers different points of interest when
contrasted with regular metals like steel, iron because of its lesser density and offers high
specific strength, has better casting properties and great dimensional stability. Even
so, one of the real constraints with the AZ91 Mg alloy expansion is the development of the
intermetallic β-Mg17Al12, which gives it better room temperature mechanical properties but
having the low melting point along the grain boundaries. As the temperature expands over
12000 c, it diminishes and coarsens quickly and decreases the creep resistance of the
compound. Henceforth the AZ91 alloy expansion is appropriate for fair temperature extend,
however not for the higher temperature run. Therefore, the use of the Mg-Al parallel
frameworks in the vehicle business is extremely restricted. The present review is an endeavor
to enhance the creep properties of AZ91 alloy through the expansion of alloying components,
which frame thermally stable intermetallic, and pins the β-Mg17Al12 phase through the combined
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addition of antimony (Sb) and Strontium (Sr). All the compounds have been examined
for creep at a temperature of 175°C and a stress level of 300 MPa. The impacts of combined
addition of Sr (0.3%) and Sb (0.5%) (wt. %) with AZ91 alloy shows enhance in
hardness and creep properties. Additions of Sr and Sb to AZ91 alloy refined the grains
and suppressed the β-Mg17Al12 phase. The improved creep resistance and hardness of the
modified alloy i.e. AZ91-0.5Sb-0.3Sr is due to the reduced fraction of β-Mg17Al12 phase and
the presence of thermally stable high melting point intermetallic Mg3Sb2 and Al4Sr
phase.
Key Words: - AZ91 Mg alloy, specific strength, creep resistance, β-Mg17Al12, Mg3Sb2,
Al4Sr

OBJECTIVE :
The objective of the present work is to evaluate the microstructure, hardness, and
creep behavior of Mg-9Al-1Zn and Mg-9Al-1Zn-0.5Sb-0.3Sr alloys. The salient objectives
of the proposed investigation are as follows:
1. Synthesis of squeeze-cast Mg-9Al-1Zn and Mg-9Al-1Zn-0.5Sb-0.3Sr alloys by
squeeze casting.
2. Microstructural characterization of the fabricated alloys by optical microscopy.
3. To investigate the micro hardness of the fabricated alloys.
4. To investigate the impression creep behavior of both the alloys.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Melting and Casting:
Casting of Mg alloys was done using bottom pouring type stir casting furnace that
was also equipped with the hydraulic squeezer.
Squeeze casting of Mg-9Al-1Zn alloy:
740 g of Mg-9Al-1Zn die casted ingot was melted in a bottom pouring type stir
casting furnace. It was heated up to 750 °C in the presence of the cover gas mixture of SF6
and Ar. SF† and Ar gas was used to create a protective environment in the furnace during
casting to stop the oxidization of the melt at high temperature. Cover gas SF† and Ar was
first mixed in as Ar was flowed at pressure 18 Lb/in² for 50 sec and then SF† was flowed
at pressure 7 Lb/in² for 3 secs, after that this mixture was used in the furnace as the cover
gas. At temperature 750 °C, the stirring of melt was done for 5 minute at RPM 442 after
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that pouring was done at temperature 730 °C of the melt. The squeeze casting of Alloy
melt was done using a hydraulic press of 40-ton capacity in a steel mould preheated to
temperature 220°C.

Fig: -Bottom pouring stir casting furnace with squeeze casting facility
Squeeze casting of Mg-9Al-1Zn-0.5Sb-0.3Sr alloy:
Casting of combined addition Sb, Sr in Mg-alloy was carried out using Master alloy
Al+20%Sr and preheated Sb (purity 99.9%) granules. 1.5 wt% Sb was added to achieve
target composition of 0.5wt% in the alloy. At temperature 750 p C, the melt was stirred for
5 minute at RPM 442. Stirring was stopped after 5 minutes so that the impurity gets settled
in the bottom before pouring. The squeeze casting of Alloy melt was done using a hydraulic
press of 40-ton capacity in preheated (220 p C) steel mold.

Fig: - Squeeze Casted Mg-9Al-1Zn-0.5Sb-0.3Sr alloy sample
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Microstructural Characterization: Initially the samples (l5/5 mm rectangular sample) were polished using emery paper
of 600, 1000,1200, 2000 grits. After paper polishing, sample was polished on rotating disc
with Beuler proprietary cloth Polishing was done by holding the specimen gently against the cloth to avoid
the scratched as Mg is a very soft material. Diamond paste of 0.25 μm was used on the surface of cloth to get
mirror like finish. After polishin g, specimens were cleaned in the ultrasonic cleaner using ethanol

and dried in air. The specimens were etched using acetic picral (Acetic acid-2.5ml, picric
acid-1.5g, ethanol-25ml, distill water-5ml). The optical image was taken using LEICA
DFC 295 optical microscope.
Hardness Test :

Fig: - Optical microscope
Fig: - (a) Vickers Indentation (Vickers Hardness Test)
(b) Measurement of impression diagonals (Vickers Hardness Test)
The Vickers hardness of the properly polished samples were measured by indentation
test, with square base pyramid diamond indenter which under the application of 5kg load
with a dwell time of 10sec. Then the diagonals of the indent formed on the material surface
(both alloy and composite) were measured then the hardness was calculated based on the
following relation
Vickers hardness (HV) = P/A = 2psin (136°/2)/d2, which can be approximated by
evaluating the sine term to give (HV) = 1.854p/d2
Where; A = d2/2sin (136°/2) is the surface area of the resulting indentation in square
millimeters, HV is the Vickers hardness, P is the load applied &d = (d1+d2)/2 “d1 is
diameter of diagonal 1 and d2 is diameter of diagonal 2”
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Impression creep test :

Fig: - Impression creep testing machine
The creep test specimen was fabricated from the squeeze casted alloys. The dimension
of Sample for the test was formulated in accordance with ASTM E13. Creep tests were
performed on squeeze cast specimens using impression creep testing machine.
The impression creep testing setup employed here was provided by Spranktronics
Chennai, India. It is a lever based setup (ratio 1:10) and the lever is connected to a pull rod.
One cage holding the specimen is attached to the pull rod and another cage holding the
indenter is fastened to a fixed base plate. Both cages were kept inside an electrically heated
tubular furnace. In this system, a cylindrical shaped indenter made of tungsten carbide was
impressed on the specimen and the depth of penetration (h) was recorded as a function of
time (t) using a PC based online data acquisition system. The specimens were then cleaned
thoroughly by ultrasonic cleaner and dried using hot air blow. The impression creep tests
were conducted in the stress value of 300 MPa and temperature of 1750C for a dwell time
of 7200 s
RESULTS & DISCUSSION
Optical Micrographs:
Figure (a-b) is representing the optical micrograph of both the squeeze-cast alloys.
Optical microstructures showed the distinct presence of dendrites with distribution of second
phases in between the dendrites for both the alloys. The refinement in dendritic morphology,
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cell size and β-Mg17Al12 phase were observed following the additions of Sb and Sr. The addition of Sb and
Sr to the Mg-9Al-1Zn alloy brought about the decreasing in the volume fraction of β-Mg ‡ Al ‚ phase
at grain boundary. Grain refinement because of Sr and Sb could be ascribed to the constitutional

super cooling. Sr and Sb give established constitutional super cooling on the solidification
front which stops the growth. Grain refining because of the addition of Sb is less obvious
than Sr addition for the most part since Sb tends to shape intermetallic.

Fig: - (a) (magnification 100X)

Fig:-(b) (magnification 100x)

Mg-9Al-1Zn alloy

Mg-9Al-1Zn-0.5Sb-0.3Sr alloy

Hardness Test :
Hardness data obtained are summarized as follows for both of the alloys with load of
50gf and dwell time of 10s.
No. of readings

HV of Mg-9Al-1Zn alloy HV of Mg-9Al-1Zn-0.5Sb-0.3Sr alloy

1

82.9

116.5

2

79.3

103.1

3

87.1

96.6

4

104.3

109.7

5

88.5

126.8

6

90.3

88.2

7

104.0

113.7

8

81.5

109.0

9

94.4

122.7

10

86.9

121.3
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From the above table, it is observed that the Vickers’s Hardness Number (HV) of
Mg-9Al-1Zn-0.5Sb-0.3Sr is higher than that of Mg-9Al-1Zn alloy due to the presence of
intermetallic such as Al4Sr and Mg3Sb2 phases, which act as the reason for increasing
hardness of the alloy.
Impression creep test:
The samples were tested at stress level of 300 MPa and temperature 175 °C. Figures
demonstrate the creep curve of base Mg-9Al-1Zn and Mg-9Al-1Zn-0.5Sb-0.3Sr alloys.
Impression creep curves of both the alloys exhibited well-defined primary and secondary
creep stages. There is no indication of tertiary creep owing to the compressive nature of the
impression creep test. Low melting β-Mg17Al12 phase in AZ91 alloy gets soften and coarsen
with temperature and severely reduces grain boundary strength, resulting in poor creep
resistance. Theβ- Mg17Al12 phase was suppressed by the addition of Sr and Sb with the
introduction of thermally stableintermetallic compounds like
Al4Sr, Mg3Sb2 phases in
microstructure, which improved the creep resistance of the alloy.

CONCLUSION
The impacts of combined addition of Sr and Sb on the microstructure and creep
properties of Mg-9Al-1Zn alloy manufactured by squeeze casting were researched. The
accompanying conclusions are drawn:




Additions of Sr (0.3%) and Sb (0.5%) (wt. %) to Mg-9Al-1Zn alloy refined the
grains and suppressed the β-Mg17Al12 phase.
Hardness of Mg-9Al-1Zn-0.5Sb-0.3Sr alloy is higher than AZ91 alloy.
The modified alloy i.e., Mg-9Al-1Zn-0.5Sb-0.3Sr alloy exhibited superior creep
resistance compared to the base Mg-9Al-1Zn alloy.
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FUTURE SCOPE OF WORK
The high temperature tensile tests can be conducted on the prepared alloy to know
the suitability of the alloys for tensile loading. Alloy with various combination of Sr and
Sb can be prepared and tested for microstructure, tensile and creep behavior to optimize
the Sr and Sb content in the Mg-9Al-1Zn alloy.
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Abstract :
Evaluation of 5(five) different brands of E6013 Shielded Metal Arc Welding (SMAW)
electrodes available in Indian market like ESAB, D&H ,MODI ,FERROSEAL , ADOR
and commonly used in project sites. To complete this project I purchased one packet of
E6013 electrodes of above mention brands. Manual arc welding electrode is used
extensively (80%) based on cost and availability in various project sites of Odisha. The
welding was done using standard parameters i.e. constant heat input. The beads were studied
to evaluate the quality of electrodes by observing slag peeling, bead look, welder’s appeal
etc. The bead dimensions were also measured along with deposition rate.
Keywords: SMAW, E6013 electrode, Slag peeling , Bead look, Welder’s appeal,
Bead dimensions, Deposition rate
Introduction :
Joining two or more parts to make a single piece is termed as fabrication process.
The welding is a metallurgical fusion process used extensively for fabrication. In arc welding
the interfaces of the two parts to be joined are brought to a temperature above the melting
point and then allowed to solidify, so that a permanent joint is achieved. Because of the
permanent nature of the joint and its strength being equal to or sometimes slightly less than
the parent metal, welding is one of the most extensively used fabrication method. Welding
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is not only used for making structures but also for repair works. The joint obtained by the
process of welding are called weld or weldments.
Based on the type the source of heat input, the welding processes can be classified as
shown in the Figure below:

Figure-1
The different types of welding joints are classified as butt, lap, corner, tee and edge
joints.
When the thickness increases, it becomes necessary to prepare the edge in such a
way that the heat is able to penetrate the entire depth. For thick plates, the welding needs to
be done on both sides and to provide the necessary access of the arc into the joint, it is
made as a V or U joint.
The V – joint is easier to make but the amount of extra metal to be filled in the joint
increases greatly with an increase in the thickness. From this account, a U- joint is preferable,
since the amount of extra metal to be added to fill the joint is generally less beyond a
certain plate thickness. However, machining a U- joint is difficult compared to a V- joint.
By virtue of metal being melted at the interface of the welded joint, it is necessary
that the interfaces are very clean. If the interface are not cleaned, and have any oil, dirt,
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paint or grease residue left, then these would interface with the proper fusing of the metal
and thus weaken the joint.
To remove the oily substances from the surfaces, organic solvents such as acetone
and carbon tetrachloride are used. When organic solvents are used for cleaning, cares must
be taken to see that solvent is completely evaporated from the interface before any welding
is attempted. Otherwise, highly poisonous gases such as phosgene may form from the
solvents such as trichloroethylene and carbon tetrachloride under the intense heat of the
welding.
Further, the oxide present in the surface would also interfere with proper fusing.
Hence, they are to be eliminated by the use of fluxes. A flux is a “material used to prevent,
dissolve, or facilitate removal of oxides and other undesirable surface substances” as defined
by American Welding Society. The flux is expected to react with the oxides present and
form low density slag which would float on top of the molten metal pool protecting it from
further oxidation by oxygen in the air. The type of flux used depends on the operation and
parent metal that is to be welded.
Another requirement of welding is a filler metal. Except for resistance welding process,
all other processes require a filler metal to fill the gap between the parts to be joined. The
composition of the filler metal ideally should be same as that of the base metal which is to
be joined. It is also possible to use additional alloying elements to strengthen the joint.
The following are definition of some of the welding terms that are generally used:
BEAD: It is the metal added during a single pass of welding. The bead appears as a
separate material from the base metal.
DEPOSITION RATE: The rate at which the weld metal is deposited per unit time
is the deposition rate and is normally expressed as kg / hr.
PENETRATION: It is the depth up to which the weld metal combines with the base
metal as measured from the top surface of the joint.
WELD PUDDLE: The portion of the weld joint that is melted by the heat of welding
is called puddle.
BACKING: It is the material support provided at the root side of a weld to aid in
the control of penetration.
CRATER: In arc welding, a crater is a depression in the weld metal pool at the
point where the arc strikes the base metal plate.
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TACK WELD: A small weld generally used to temporarily hold the two pieces
together during actual welding.
WELD PASS: A single movement of welding torch or electrode along the length of
the joint which results in a bead is a weld pass. [1]
CHAPTER – 2
LITERATURE SURVEY:
Shielded Metal Arc Welding is also known as “Manual Metal Arc Welding”, “flux
shielded arc welding” or “sticks welding”. An electric current in the form of either alternating
current or direct current is used to form the arc between the electrode & the metal to be
joined.
After the discovery of the electric arc in 1800 by Humphrey Davy, around 1900 A. P.
Strohmenger and Oscar Kjellberg released the first coated electrodes. Strohmenger used
Clay and limecoating to stabilize the arc, while Kjellberg dipped iron wire into mixtures of
carbonates and silicates to coat the electrode. In 1912 Strohmenger released a heavily
coated electrode but high cost and complex production methods prevented these early
electrodes from gaining popularity. In 1927 the development of an extrusion process reduced
the cost of coating electrodes while allowing manufacturers to produce more complex
coating mixtures designed for specific applications. In the 1950s manufacturers introduced
iron powder into the flux coating, making it possible to increase the welding speed.
CHAPTER – 3
WEDING OPERATION:

Figure-2

Figure-3
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To strike the electric arc, the electrode is brought into contact with the work piece by
a light touch with the electrode to the base metal then is pulled back slightly. This initiates
the arc. The consumable electrode causes droplets of molten core wire to pass from the
electrode to the weld pool. As the electrode melts, the flux covering disintegrates, giving
off shielding gases that protect the weld area from oxygen and other atmospheric gases. In
addition, the flux provides molten slag which covers the filler metal as it travels from the
electrode to the weld pool. Once part of the weld pool, the slag floats to the surface and
protects the weld from contamination as it solidifies. Once hardened, it must be chipped
away to reveal the finished weld. As welding progresses and the electrode melts, the welder
must periodically stop welding to remove the remaining electrode stub and insert a new
electrode into the electrode holder. This activity, combined with chipping away the slag,
reduce the amount of time that the welder can spend laying the weld making SMAW one
of the least efficient welding processes. In general, the operator factor, or the percentage of
operator’s time spent laying weld, is approximately 25%.
The actual welding technique utilized depends on the electrode, the composition of
the work piece, and the position of the joint being welded. The choice of electrode and
welding position also determine the welding speed. Flat welds require the least operators
kill, and can be done with electrodes that melt quickly but solidify slowly. This permits
higher welding speeds. Sloped, vertical or upside-down welding requires more operator
skill, and often necessitates the use of an electrode that solidifies quickly to prevent the
molten metal from flowing out of the weld pool. However, this generally means that the
electrode melts less quickly, thus increasing the time required to lay the weld.[2], [3]
POSITION OF WELDING:
Ideally, the work should be positioned during the
welding, so that the molten weld metal is held in placed
by gravity. It also enables high currents to be used, leading
to faster welding. This implies that the work can be turned.
Many fabrications do not lend themselves to this treatment,
and much of the welding in industry is done “in position
“. The welder controls the weld by lowering the heat input
to reduce the fluidity and to give a small pool which
Figure -.4
solidifies before it has time to run out of the joint. At the
(SUITABLE ANGLE FOR FLAT
same time the direction of the arc, i.e. the angle between
WELDING FOR SMAW)
the electrode and the weld surface, can be varied to the
position the weld pool to the best advantage.
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CHAPTER – 4
PARAMETERS FOR ARC WELDING:
When start the welding operation, there are a few parameters that must be set up to
make sure that the welding process can be easily operated smoothly. The parameters that
must be set up are often selected for welding thin metals. Most covered electrodes operate
best with electrode positive (reversepolarity), which produces the deepest penetration.
Electrode negative operation might produce a higher melting rate. The secondary variables
include the angle of the electrode to the work, the angle of work itself, the thickness of the
flux layer and the arc length.
TRAVEL SPEED:
The speed of electrode travels along the joint has a direct influence on the bead
shape, depth of fusion, cosmetic appearance and heat input to the base metal. Faster travel
speed produce narrow bead that have less penetration. This can be advantages for sheet
metal welding where small bead and minimum penetration are required. Travel speeds
also affect heat input, which in turn influence the metallurgical structure of the weld metal.
The cooling rate increases or decreases proportionately with the travel speed. Also, the
heat affected zone will increase in the size and the cooling rate decreases. If the speeds are
too fast, however, there is a tendency for undercut and porosity, since the weld freezes
quicker.

Figure-5 Travel Speed Vrs.Current (E6011 SMAW electrode)
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Figure-6 Travel speed Vrs Current (E6013 SMAW electrode)

Figure-7 Travel speed Vrs Current (E7018 SMAW electrode)

Figure-8 Travel speed for current level used E7024 SMAW electrode
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Figure-9 Travel speed for current level E8018 SMAW electrode

Figure-10 Travel speed for current level E11018 SMAW electrode

AMPERAGE:
How to determine the correct amperage for a certain electrode will depend on the
size and classification of electrode. Even the type of joint and welding position must be
considered. The process requires sufficient current to melt both electrode and the base
metal. The higher the current can cause deeper penetration. Using to high amperage may
cause problems, such as, excessive spatter, electrode overheating and cracking.
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Welding current level is determined by the size of electrode - the normal operating
range and current are recommended by manufacturers. As a rule of thumb when selecting
a suitable current level, an electrode will require about 40 amp / millimeter (diameter).
Therefore, the preferred current level for a 4mm diameter electrode will be 160 A, but the
acceptable operating range is 140-180.

Figure-11
ARC VOLTAGE:
The arc voltage is varied within narrower limits than the welding current. It has an
influence on the bead width and shape. Higher voltages will cause the bead to be wider and
flatter. Extremely high arc voltage should be avoided, since it can cause cracking. The low
arc voltage produces a stiffer arc that improves penetrations. If the voltage is too low, a
very narrow bead will result.[4], [5]
VOLTAGE LIMIT, V

ELECTRODE
E6010

28-32

E6011

28-32

E6013

22-26

E7018

25-28

E7024

26-32

E8018

22-28

E11018

25-30
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HEAT INPUT :
Speed of welding is defined as the rate of travel of the electrode along the seam or
the rate of travel of the work under the electrode along the seam
Speed of welding = Travel of electrode mm/min.
Heat input rate or arc energy = V × I × 60/S Joules/mm
Where,
V is arc voltage in volts,
I is welding current in ampere,
S is speed of welding in mm/min.
CHAPTER – 5
EXPERIMENT :
In the construction sites of Odisha various types of E6013 electrodes are used. I only
selected 5(five) brand varieties of E6013 electrodes which are popular in the construction
sites. The electrodes are manufactured by companies and brand like”ESAB-Ferroking,
MODI-Steelon Standard, FERROSEAL, D&H-Econotherme, ADOR-Superbond”. A mild
steel plate of 220 X 95mm was selected for experimental beads using standard parameters
mentioned in TABLE: 2 below. An ESAB welding machine model RS -400, 3X415 ±10%,
50Hz was selected to conduct the experiment.

Figure – 12
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STANDARDWELDING PARAMETERS:

SL.
NO

CURRENT
(ampere)

1.

150

VOLTAGE
Bead
(volts)
Length
22-24

95mm

Time SPEED HEAT INPUT
(Seconds) mm/min
(J/mm)
41-42

135.71

1459

TABLE : 2

The experimental beads were laid in the plates with using standard parameters. All
together 5 (five) beads were laid.

Figure-13

Figure-14
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CHAPTER – 6
OBSERVATION:
Weight of work piece before welding bead formation=1.600kg
After 1st bead formation weight=1.650kg
After 2nd bead formation weight=1.700kg
After 3rd bead formation weight=1.750kg
After 4th bead formation weight=1.800kg
After 5th bead formation weight=1.850kg
BRAND NAME
ESAB
MODI
FERROSEAL
D&H
ADOR

Fewer Spatters, More Noise, Good Fusion, Crater Defect
Less Spatter, Medium Noise, Good Fusion, Weld look is very
good (Shiny Bead), No Defect
More Spatter, More Noise, Under cut defect, Crater defect,
Fusion is ok
Less Spatter, Less Noise, Fusion is not very well, Undercut
defect
Less Spatter, Smooth Noise, Good Fusion, Uniform feed,
Undercut defect
TABLE : 3

BRAND
NAME

Slag
Peeling

ESAB

B

C

B

11

50

85

590

6.94

MODI

A

A

A

15

50

100

956

9.56

C

B

C

10

50

60

350

5.83

D&H

D

D

D

06

50

80

630

7.87

ADOR

O

O

O

18

50

90(5Kg)

1090

12.11

FERROSEAL

Bead Welder’s
Look Appeal

Score Deposition
#
grams

No of
Cost Cost/pc
Electrode* (Rs.)
Rs.

*Per Packet

Out Standing (6) A: Very Good (5) B: Good (4) C: Satisfactory (3) D: OK (2)
TABLE : 4
By adding a new brand of electrode i.e. ADOR to the existing brands (ESAB, D&H,
MODI, FERROSEAL) the different parameters are studied are describe in the table as
shown below :
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BRAND
NAME

WEIGHT OF
ELECTRODE
(in grams)

WEIGHT OF
CORE WIRE
(in grams)

WEIGHT OF
COATED
FLUX
ELECTRODE
(in grams) Diameter in mm

ADOR

56.70

43.76

11.21

5.0

D&H

54.68

43.60

10.29

5.1

FERROSEAL

58.70

43.42

14.22

5.1

ESAB

54.62

43.35

9.51

5.1

MODI

57.18

44.03

12.03

5.09

TABLE : 5
N.B:
Calculation procedure for penetration
(x+y)/2 where x & y are the penetration rate at both ends of the plate.
Calculation procedure for bead height
(x+y)/2 where x & y are the height of the bead at both ends of the plate.
Calculation procedure for bead width
The given bead on the plate is subdivided into 5 subparts and the averages of 5
subparts are taken into account.
BRAND
NAME
ADOR
D&H
FERROSEAL
ESAB
MODI

PENETRATION BEAD HEIGHT
mm
mm
(2+1.5)/2=1.75
(1.5+1.5)/2=1.5
(1.5+1.5)/2=1.5
(1.5+1.5)/2=1.5
(1+2)/2=1.5

(3.4+3.5)/2=3.45
(3+2.8)/2=2.9
(3.5+2.5)/2=3
(3.5+2.8)/2=3.15
(3.5+2.5)/2=3
TABLE: 6

Figure.15
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BEAD WIDTH
mm
(1.1+1.05+1.12+1.2+1.18)/5=1.13
(1.05+1.15+1.2+1.2+1.1)/5=1.14
(1.05+1.1+1.08+1.15+1.18)/5=1.11
(1+1.1+1.1+1.12+1.2)/5=1.10
(1.02+1.15+1.15+1.2+1.18)/5=1.14
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CONCLUSIONS :
1.

It was observed that all the brands are giving almost equal deposition rates of 50gm/
electrode.

2.

The bead height was varying from 2.9mm to 3.45mm& bead width varying from
1.10mm to 1.14mm for all brands.

3.

The prices of ADOR WELDING LIMITED, SUPER BOND electrode is the highest/
piece Rs.12.11&FERROSEAL is lowest/piece Rs.5.83.

4.

The penetration of ADOR WELDING LIMITED, SUPER BOND electrode is the
highest i.e. 1.75mm and all other brands gave a penetration of 1.5mm approx.

5.

ADOR WELDING LIMITED, SUPER BOND performance was the best with a score
of 18 (Eighteen) - slag peeling & bead look, welder’s appeal.
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Abstract :
In the present work, we have discussed the electrical transport properties of the
polycrystalline NiCr2O 4 by employing Impedance spectroscopy and DC resistivity
techniques. It was observed that charge carriers follow Arrhenius type conduction throughout
the temperature range. Activation energy (Ea) has been calculated from the impedance
data, 0.462 for Rgb and 0.42 from Rg, which is well buttressed by the activation energy
from the DC resistivity fitted data which is 0.468 eV.
Keywords: Multiferroic, Variable range hopping, Hopping Transport
PACS: 75.85, +t, 72.20, Ee, 72.20, jv
INTRODUCTION :
Recently chromite spinels, ACr2O4 (A = Ni, Co, Fe, Mn) have been extensively studied
for their multifunctionality and rich underlying Physics. These system have been well
reported for their multiferroicity and significant spin lattice coupling in the low temperature
regime below 100 K [1, 2]. Apart from the strong underlying physics, their applicability as
sensors, spintronics, catalysts etc. conceives a lot of attention to study them. Among these
spinels, NiCr2O4 (NCO) is a strong candidate, owing to the presence of its multiferroicity
as well as magnetodielectricity [2]. NCO crystalizes in cubic structure with space group
‘I41/amd’ having normal spinel structure and bearing ferrimagnetic transition temperature
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TC  80 K [2]. However, electrical transport behavior of this system has been sparsely
studied. As we know Impedance spectroscopy and DC resistivity are the powerful technique
for providing essential information regarding the conduction of charge carriers inside the
material so we are ensuing the same technique in order to explore the physics behind the
conduction in our system under investigation [3, 4].
In the present study, we have mainly focused on the transport behavior of charge
carriers in the temperature range 30-200 0C. From both DC resistivity and impedance
analysis, it is revealed that the charge carriers follow nearest neighbor hopping (NNH)
type conduction throughout the measured temperature range.
EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES
Polycrystalline NiCr2O4 system was prepared by standard solid state reaction method
[1]. The crystal structure and phase identification was determined by the by RIGAKU
X-Ray Diffractometer at room temperature using Cu K radiation. Temperature dependent
AC impedance in the frequency window of 100Hz-1MHz was measured by HIOKI-IM
3570 Impedance analyzer and DC resistivity measurements were done by the help of
KEITHLEY 6517B Electrometer in the temperature range 30-2000 C.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fig.1 shows the X-ray diffraction spectra of NCO at room temperature. All the peaks
present in the XRD pattern belong to the cubic structure and no secondary peaks are observed
which confirms the formation of single phase of NCO (JCPDS 896615) system. Inset
figure shows the FESEM image of NCO having non uniform grains with average size ~2
m.

FIGURE 1: XRD pattern of NiCr2O4 and inset shows FESEM at room temperature.
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Table 1. Derived parameters for grain and grain boundary at varying temperature
Parameters
30ºC
60ºC
90ºC
120ºC 150ºC
180ºC
200ºC
29450

5787

2138

1338

994

742.6

5721

1814

846.3

Rgb (Ohm)

702000 180200

53220

16640

ng

0.7011

0.5709

0.8053

0.3124 0.1011

0.1855

0.2011

ngb

0.8027

0.8281

0.8097

0.8294 0.8662

0.9383

0.9663

FIGURE - 2
Nyquist plot at 30 0C and 200 0C (inset) along with an equivalent circuit to fit the data
Figure 2 shows the Nyquist plot of NCO at 30 0C and 150 0C (inset). In order to get
further understanding of the experimental findings, an equivalent circuit model (RQ-RQ)
was implemented using ZSimpWin version 2.0. Software. The derived parameters are shown
in table 1. The resistance values obtained from the fitting may be assigned to the grain and
grain boundary respectively [8]. As we are mainly focusing on the charge carrier conduction, we were more interested in the obtained resistance values and their variation with
temperature.
As we know there are various hoping models being proposed such as: (a) NNH
where electrons or charge carriers hop between nearest neighbors having activation or
hopping energy (Ea), which is given by the equation [3]:
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 Ea
 KT


  0 exp 

(b)





if the electron do not have enough energy to hop between neighbors it will hop to the
1/ 4

T 
distant states following Mott VRH conduction [3,5] given   0 exp  0 
T 

where,

T0 is the Mott temperature [6]. We have tried to fit our data with the above mentioned
models and found that, Arrhenius type or NNH model fits well to our obtained data.
Figure 3(a) and 3(b) shows the plot between ln R1 and ln R2 with inverse of
temperature. In order to go in more detail, we fitted these data with Arrhenius type conduction
model and it is found to be well fitted.

FIGURE – 3
(a) and (b) shows the fitting of R1 and R2 and (c) and (d) shows the variation of ng, ngb
with temperature respectively.
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The activation energy values are being obtained, as 0.42 and 0.46 eV respectively for
grain (R1) and grain boundaries (R2). The parameter ngb and ng obtained has been plotted
against temperature in Figure 3(c) and (d).in the case of ngb, it is showing an increasing
trend from 0.8 to 0.98 in the measured temperature range, approaching unity likely to be an
ideal behavior while in the other case for ng, it shows a reverse trend which is happens to be
deviated from the ideal behavior [8].

FIGURE – 4
Graph showing variation of R with T. inset shows graph of ln R Vs 1000/T.
Solid red lines are are straight line fitting.
Figure 4 shows the variation of DC resistance with temperature, which shows the
semiconducting nature of the system. For further understanding i.e. to know the exact
conduction mechanism these data is being fitted to Arrhenius equation which gives a well
fit and the activation energy found to be 0.468 eV. So the data from the fitting of DC
resistance provides an essential evidence of the mechanism of conduction in our system
under investigation.
Conclusion :
We have successfully prepared the polycrystalline NCO having average grain size
approximately equal to 2 m. The type of conduction mechanism of the charge carriers
were analyzed from both DC resistivity and AC impedance measurement n the temperature
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regime 30-200º C. From our analysis, it was found that throughout the measured temperature
range the conduction mechanism is purely Arrhenius type which is well strengthened by
both the data.
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ABANDONED
A. N. Arpita Aparajita
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Govt. Polytechnic, Bhadra

This is the world of hers- a compounded room, some medicines, a bed and
bedpan,some utensils and cloths of use.Years or so, she is lying on this bed as if an obsolete
element of no further use-putrid her existence seemed to her. The room is defiled, a
foreboding loneliness radiating from the four walls around her, sounds of world no more a
visible sign -her pungent loneliness gets merged with the depressing wind of room when a
deep sigh of despair comes out rending her heart but she knows that is not even a sign of
relief, her heart like a locked cage from every side…
Everyday a duty bound - her daughter - in - law comes twice or thrice to the room to
feed her without even having a slight attention or due care pinned to her attitude. She has
become useless, the geography of human mind has also no place for her she only curses her
self. Helpless she is lying on the bed, paralyzed at her whole body, a thought sways her
mind - for the moment if at least she could be able to shake her hands to take the foodstuffs
of her own…she won’t have to depend on her daughter in- law for that, but dreaded destiny,
nothing happens like that other then the food grains getting drenched with socked tears of
her-the tears that nobody sees or may be does not intend to see. She only recapitulates,
memory gets back to years ago, the reflections of past tip-toes at her mind through the
unseen tears and she plunges in her own thoughts…
Time rambles on her memory, she is in the flashback of lifeYears ago, when this paralyzed hand of hers fought alone to make her two year old
son to stand on his own feet against adversaries and threats faced by her from a cruel and
intolerant world, she was experiencing - it is not always a smooth world to live by. It was
just three years to her marriage when her husband passed away only to leave her all alone
to face the world. She did not lose her patience; she came out with self confidence, her
trust always standing as a support to her. It was not possible for her to manage to get a
stable job in Govt. or corporate sector due to her marginal qualification status,but the little
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belongings what her husband left for her inform of landed properties was now directly
demanding attention of her. She surged her will power leaving aside the tradition of house
wife to remain at home, kept her foot outside, struggled hard to walk shoulder to shoulder,
to be one of them who toils their life with land, soil and water. Her son was everything to
her, she resolved to give him education, she gave him protection of father - she gave him
abundant affection of mother. And her hard labour did not go in vain. God rewarded her
honesty and labour and her son got a suitable Govt. job after graduating from a reputed
university. It seemed the shadows of black clouds are now drifted away, time showering its
blessings. In due course of time she got her son married and a beautiful bride came to her
home to make it more beautiful, more fulfilled. All was running smooth in the stride of
luck, she poured all her affection to the daughter-in law in a feeling of her own daughter
and in return she was also getting her due respect and motherly belongingness. At this
juncture she was remembering her husband, if he also would be there…life is not only that
what is visibly seen.
Time was passing as if there are no more hurdles in life, but who knows what destiny
is ! No one understands due to what evil deeds of her inprevious births her active body got
paralyzed one odd morning ! His son and daughter-in-law did their level best, doctors were
trying to their best capacity, but men poses God disposes, nothing seemed to do well when
day by day her condition got worsened and she was left with no other option but to lie
down on bed for rest of her life time.
It was pain in her physical body, but his son and daughter - in - law were taking due
care of her, relatives were there who on their own came frequently to give company, to sit
by side of her and talking in asharing way.
But who can calculate what lies for us in hidden ! Probably it does not take long
when the whole scene gets changed. How much one can do ! Now a days’ no one comes to
her, if occasionally some turn up, time reminds them immediately after10 minutes some of
their important house hold jobs as if the jobs would remainin complete for ever if they
don’t go and they leave hurriedly. She only now does not have any job … tears of remorse
came down insistently from both her eyes, but it is own fate, she does not blame any body.
She has seen the world in her owneyes, probably there is more God wants to see her.
The affection and attention of daughter - in - law is no more there, are markable shift
in her attitude has become prominent.Her mind clogged, she was contemplating trying to
remember when for the last time she was acclaimed with an affectionate touch from her !
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Now in her crisis, sometimes she is left with only adried throat when she needs a glass of
water, her asking goes unnoticed, how much ignored she is…but what can she do !
Before a couple of days she accidentally overheard her daughter - in - law saying a
neighbour - “how long will this sinner stay in the earth to suffer herself and to dragg me
along side her, I would be in peace if this devil would leave me soon-”
She was bleeding deep inside with such words, but does she herself want to live with
all these pains and negligence ! Does she not see how unbearable the situation for her ! She
bled more when again she remembered she does not even possess the strength to kill her
self.
In the cloud of her thoughts she was asking - is it death also like others that has
abandoned her.
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KILL ME
Tushar Das Pattnaik
Lecturer in Metalluragy
OSME, Keonjhar

My name is ‘copy’ and i am not the culprit, I increase pass percentage of the institution,
I am a dear friend to all unethical students during exam. After exam nobody cares for me.
I am nothing without students and they are nothing without me as well. My script comes
from variety of good books and when it stays under the light of Xerox machine, I born on
this earth. Society sells me cheaply. I see a lot of new faces before the day of exam. I feel
happy as I am able to help them in exam at the same time I feel sad as I am forcing my
nation to go backward.
I am a ‘micro Xerox’ and I am not the miscreant. I live for maximum of 3 hrs. I
travel from one person to other so fast. People hide me in such places that even i feel
ashamed and the smell...,yuk... I feel like a prostitute without physicality. After short span
of my living, the selfish people twist and tear me apart and throws me into my grave yard
i.e. dustbin. The “use me” written on dustbin smiles at me sarcastically and gets used
maximum on that day filled with myself and all my brothers.
I am a chit and I am not the perpetrator. The nation’s result and hence our education
minister and secretaries chair mostly depend on me. If I die, the nation wilt see the calamity
of failure of students. The whole system tries to kill me superficially. I live happily under
the shadow of rupees and power. I create thunder in the whole system. A decade ago, I was
being written by students personally and I had some value; but, today I am a mere use and
throw pen. I hate this Xerox machine,
A kind hearted writer closed my eyes and took me for a world ride. When I opened
my eyes I realized, Am I seriously helping my nation ?? No.
My name is’copy’ and I am the culprit, if I stay, i will make my nation disabled. But,
if I live, I will definitely kill rny nation, I wanna die...kilt me......
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TINYTALES
Arpita Aparajita
Lecturer in Physics
Govt. Polytechnic, Bhadrak

1. BURDEN
She held the umbrella more tightly and continued to walk. It started to pour even heavier.
The merciless wind chose toally with the spurting anger.
****
She stood still, took a deep breath.
Threw the UMBRELLA and rushed towards her destination.

2. COMPASSION
Hey! The pace of rain has decreased. She wiped her face using both her hands.
The paths were clearer. She smiled and continued.
***
A constant murmur drew her attention, at the end of which were the innocent eyes
belonging to a snowy soft puppy.
With her untouched smile, she lifted and wrapped the puppy with all her WARMTH.

3. BRIGHTNESS
She pushed the door wide open.
She is amazed. At her back - a damp evening, infront - a welcoming LIGHT.
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EDUCATION

Subhasmita Nayak
Lecturer In Civil Engg.
Govt. Polytechnic Mayurbhanj

Education is a process, which never ends,
That always grows, but never fades.
The name of the way to get success is education,
Which is the combined effect of surrounding inspiration.
The another form of education is learn,
What you learn, is converted into what you earn.
It is the summation of motivation and explanation,
From which we take part in any competition.
As a result of this, we become more effective,
And this makes us more and more creative.
From the birth to the death, take the process,
Follow the path, utilize the way and get the success.
History says this is the track to live the life,
So gain your knowledge with proper shape and size.
Before you build a house, you do the foundation,
Like that before you grow up be a part of education.
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ajò aòù\âûj
Tushar Das Pattnaik
Lecturer in Metalluragy
OSME, Keonjhar

^û @ûRò _Xÿòa^ò ò ö Pûfê^ê ~òaû aûfò~ûZâû aêfòaûKê ö bûeò Z c^ ö [Šûùe Lêñ Lêñ jCQê ö gúZ ù~C
_WÿQò ò Kjòfû KY ^û aûfò~ûZâû ~òaò ö _Xÿ aiòKò ö _eúlûùe K’Y _Wÿaò aûfò~ûZâûe @ûcôKûjûYú ùfLôaê ö
GcòòZò cêñ @ûC ùcû c^ i\ûùaùk QKû_‚ûùe fûMò[ûC ö ùKùZùaùk cêñ Lêiò KeûG ZûKê Z iòG
ùKùZùaùk ùcûùZ ö c^ \êüL [ôùf cêñ ZûKê aêSûG, cêñ \êüLú [ôùf iòG ùcûùZ ö GcòZò ùiÜjûe @û\û^
_â\û^Kê LUû c^ ù\Lê[ûG “@ûc ajò” ö RûYZùe jC aû @RûYZùe jC @ûc Rúa^ùe iòG ùKùa
^ ùKùa iûw ùjCQò ö @ûùc @ûRò ù~CñVò _j*ôQ«ò @ûc ajòe ijûdZûùe ö ajò aò @ûccû^u _eò
cYòhUòG ö @ûùc Kkû aû ùMûeû aû gýûck ùjA[ûC ö ùi Kò«ê ew ewú ö @ûc ù\jùe eq Zû
ù\jùe mû^ ö @ûce ^ûñ ù~còZò @Qò Zûe aò ùicòZò ^ûñ @Qò ö Zûe _â[c `Ÿðeê ùgh `Ÿð cêŠeê ùMûWÿ
~ûG ö @ûùfûK jó Zûe _ûAñ @cæRû^ ö @§Kûe Zûe gZî ö ùjùf ùi K[û Kjò_ûùe^û ö ~ûjû aò Kêùj
@ûc _ûUò iûjû~ýùe ö ~\ò KZû Kjò_ûe«û, ~\ò ùi Pûfò_ûe«û, ~\ò Zûe ak [û«û iZùe cRû
@ûiò~û«û ö cêñ WûK«ò G Physics @ûiê^ê @ûRò Newton’s Laws of Motion _Xÿòaûö iòG @ûù_ @ûù_
[ûKeê Pûfò Pûfò ùcû table C_eKê _ùkA @ûÉ«û ö @ûC eûMò[ôùf @ûi«û^ò ö _êYò Zû _ûLKê ~û«ò ZûKê
@ûYòaûKê ö ùi QûUò _òUò jê@«û ö QûWÿ cùZ ... Zê aò \ò^ ja Lûfò Kûkò@û cfûUe @u KhêQê ö ~ûC^ò
Zû _ûLKê ö cêñ ~òaò^ò ö cêñ Kò«ê ùRûe Rae\É ùLûfòfûùaùk ùi page ùLûfòaûKê \ò@«û^ò ö ùcûWÿò
ùjA~û«û ö
G K’Y iZùe ajòUû ùcûWÿò ù\A~ûCQò ö AG KY !!! ùcû c^ aò ajò iûùw friend ùjAKò
ZûKê support Keò KjêQò @^û^ú .... Zê @ûRò ùLûfòa^ê ò Rcûeê ö cêñ ZûKê Kjòfò aûfò~ûZâû ~òaûKê c^û KeêQò
_û ö ajò Kjòfû gêY c^ ... cêñ ùLûfòa^ò ò @ûRò; Kò«ê ùMûùU i©ðùe ö aûfò~ûZâûeê bf cover ùU @ûYòaê ö
ùNûùWÿA ùjaò gúZ fûMêQò bûeò ö @ûC G Zêhûe [ûK SûWÿê^ò Rûceê cAkû ù~ cAkû ö cover Uû ejòùf
cêñ UòùK i`û ù\Lû ùjaò ö
cêñ ùcû c^ Gaõ ùcû ajòe conspiracy ùe eûMòKò Economics ajò _ûLKê Mfò @ûYòaûKê ö ùi
aò @ûiòfûYò ö ~C ajò _ûLKê MfûùakKê ùicûù^ ùWAñ _Wÿò @ûe [ûKKê Pûfò ~ûCQ«ò @bòcû^ùe jC
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@aû eûMòKò ö Lûfò G_U ùi_U ùWAñQ«ò ö KòQò ùMûùU ùjAQò Gcû^ue ö @ûRò jZðûk KeêQ«ò
Kejriwal bkò@û ö PòùfA PòùfA Kjòfò eêj Zc K[û aêSû ja ö ùiAVê UòùK gû« ùjùf ö “~ûmùi^ú”
ê ùe ö icùÉ ùMûUò ùMûUò Keò
leader ùjAKò @ûiòKò Kjòfû @ûce ajêZ complain @Qò Zc aòe¡
complain C_iÚû_^ Keòùa ö
History ajò @ûMKê @ûiò Kjòfû Zùc cùZ cù^eLô _ûeê^ûjñ ùaûfò Mûe cûeò cûeò _XÿêQ ö
ùcûùZ bûeò KÁ jCQò ö ùaùkùaùk jûZ ùMûWÿ QòWÿò ~ûCQò Mûe cûeòfû ùaùk ö Mûe cûeòaû a¦
Keû~ûC ö Physics Ze`eê H. C. Verma ajò @ûiò Kjòùf +2 _òfûcûù^ ùcûùZ GùZ KhêQ«ò ù~,
cêñ ^òùR stress ùe @ûiò~ûCQò ö ~òG ùcûùZ VòKþ ùi Khò _ûeê^ò iòG ùagú stress ùe ejêQò ö cêñ
Pûjê^
ñ ò ùcû ^ûZòcûù^ GùZ KÁ Ke«ê ùcûùZ Khòaûùe ö Biology ajò Kjòfû Medical _òfûcûù^
ùcûùZ Highlighter cûeò cûeò ùcû skin Leû_ KeòiûeòùfYò ö Highlighter a¦ Keû~ûC ö
_êeêYû ajòcûù^ Kjòùf @ûùc Kkû I ckòQò@û ù\Lû~ûCQê ùaûfò @ûcKê ùKjò _Xÿê^ûjû«ò ö Zùc
^ì@û dress KòYò _ò§êQ ö @ûcKê ^ì@û cfûU \C^ KûjóKò ?? Modi Êz bûeZ @bò~û^ùe ùKùZ i`û
KfûYò ù\gKê ö Zùc shelf i`û Rcû Keê^ ö shelf i`û Keû~ûC ö ùQûU PUò MÌ ajòUòG Kû¦ò Kû¦ò
Kjòfû Zùc cùZ @ûC @ûMbkò bf _ûC^ ö cêñ _Zkû, ckòQò@û ù\Lû~ûC[ôaûeê Zùc cùZ QûWÿò ùi
PKPKò@û ijeú 6 pack aûfû handsome Tata Mcgraw Hill bf _ûCQ ö ùcûe bûeò eûM Zc
C_ùe ö
Novel UòG aûjûeò @ûiò Kjòfû ù~ùaVê Google Playbooks. Kindle. E- Books @ûiòfûYò
cùZ @ûC ùKjò QêCñ ^ûjû«ò ö cêñ @RûZò@û ùjC~ûCQò ö cêñ geúe ZýûM Keò[ôfû bkò@û fûMêQò ö ajêZ
RûMûùe Digital Library ùLûfòfûYò ö ùfûK ùcûùZ smart phone ùe swipe Keò Keò _XÿêQ«ò @ûC Z
iûwùe girl friend ajêZ Leû_ Leû_ K[û chat KeêQ«ò ö ceò~òaû ùcû _ûAñ ùgâdÄe ö ‘‘Certificates’’ iaê aûjûeò @ûiò Kjòùf @ûce aò i©û ~òa KòQò \ò^ bòZùe Digital Locker System @ûiòùf ö
ùfûK cùZ Internet eê download Keòùa ö ùcûùZ ù^A Tissue paper Keòù\ùa ö
cêñ aû ^òÊ, ^òüijûd, ^òaðûK ö iaê gêYò[ûG ö ajò-aòù\âûjùe cêñ ccðûjZ ö “~ûmùi^ú” ùghùe
Kjòfû ajòe aýqòZßKê ù`eûA @ûYò _ûeòùa Kò ?? ^ ùjùf ajò-aòù\âûj Rûeò ejòa ö cêñ aòkò aòkò ùjA
aêùSAaûKê ùPÁû Kfûùaùk newspaper UòG eûMòKò @ûiòKò ùcûùZ gq Pû_êWÿûùU _ùKA Kjòfû enewspaper _Xÿòaê ^û !!! ùcû ^ò\ bûwòMfû ö ù\Lôfò cêñ ajò C_ùe ùgûA_WÿòQò ö @ûC ùi aò eûMòKò
ùcûWÿò ùjA~ûAQò ö shelf Kê @ù^Afò ö _ìeû gì^gû^ ö icùÉ cùZ RK cK Keò @ù^AQ«ò ö
“~ûmùi^ú” Kê @ù^Afò @ûC _Pûeòfò ajò-aòù\âûj PûfêWÿò Kò ?? ùi Kò«ê Lûfò jiê[ûG ö
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@ûC ^ûjó aògßûi
Er. Sashidhar Behera,
Lecturer in Civil,
Odisha School of Mining Engineering, Keonjhar

@ûRò Kò ùZû ùPùjeû fêPò ejòQò ùcû @ûLôùe
@ûRò aò ùZû ^úeaZû fòbê ^ûjó ùcû QûZòùe
cù^ _Wê ..... cù^ _Wê ..... Zê .... _âZò cêjì©ðùe
Zê Pûfò~òaûUû ù\ûh ^êùjñ ùZûe
RûùY Zê ù`eòa^ê ò .....
icd ùLkòù\fû ùZû bûMýe ùLk
ùi K[û bûaòùf @ûRò aò [eò CùV ù\j ùcûe
@ûC ^ûjó aògßûi GA R^ce ..... ö1ö
i_^ ù\Lôaû \ò^eê KòG RûYò[ôfû
eûZòe \ìeZû ùKùZ
ieê^ò @§ûe @ûiê^ò @ûfê@ PûfêQò aûU cêñ ù~ùZ,
^òügßûi QûWÿòaû @ûMeê ù\Lû Keòf^ê ò
_a^ @ûiò ùcûùZ
Gùa aò ùcû @ûLô _fK ùLûRêQò Zûeû Mjkòùe ùZûùZ ö 2 ö
iµKð MXÿòaû \ò^eê fûMê[ôfû ùcûùZ
^òRVê aò ùaiò ^òRe
^òRe fûMòaûUû ùjfû ùghù\Lû _Wÿò Mfû Kûk ^Re,
aògßûi aû§òaû @ûMeê aiû bûwòMfû
bûMý ùjfû ùKùZ ^òÂêe
Z[û_ò jûeò^ò a*ôQò fêjùe QûZòKê Keò cêñ _[e ö 3 ö
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aûZûd^ Kjòa
Tushar Das Pattnaik
Lecturer in Metalluragy
OSME, Keonjhar

Ij Kò Leû ! Gae Keûk ^ò\ûNùe @ûce ajêZ aýajéZ Rò^hò c¤ùe aûZûdû^ aû SeKûe
aýajûe I @_e _lùe Zûe ijù~ûM @^êk^úd ö ùKùa Zùe SeKûKê _PûeòQ .... ZêcKê Kò_eò
fûMêQò ö @Riâ ù~ ^a Kùkae ùjfû ùjfû ^ùjùf ^ûjó ö Zû’e ùi bûMý Kûjó ö _a^ @ûc _ûAñ
còZâ ùjA _ùe ùjùf Zû _ûAñ _ec gZî ö ~\ò LôWÿòKû \ò@û ^ ùjûA [ûG ùXÿû ùXÿû @ûaûRùe Lûfò _òUò
ùjûA~ûC[ûG ö _a^Kê ùi KòQò Kjò_ûùe^ò ö ZûKê bûeò KÁ jC[ôa ^û ö ùQûU _òfûcûù^ ajêZ @û^¦
^ò@«ò Gjò ùXÿû ùXÿû g±ùe ö aêXÿû I aêXÿúcûù^ aòeq ùjûA~û«ò ö @ûC cû’ \CWÿò @ûiò LôWÿòKû ù\fûùaùk
aûZûd^ bûùa UòùK ]^ýaû\ Kjò_ûe«ò Kò ö Leû, ahðû, gúZe iû[ú G SeKû ö ^ò\ûNe ^òüiéZ ChàZû
iùj ùi ö ahðûe aòbúhòKûKê @UKûG ùi ö gúZe gúYòZð fjeúeê a*ûG ùi ö ùaùkùaùk aiò bûùa
aûZûd^ K[û Kjò _ûe«û Kò ??? cêñ UòùK c^ ùLûfò _ù\ \ò _\ K[û jê@«ò ö iKûùk cêñ ù~ùa SeKû
ùLûùf, iêfê iêfê _a^ ijòZ ùKùZ ù~ iáZò bûiò @ûùi ö ùi _òfûùake fêPKûkò ùLk, Kò@ûaê\ûùe
^ò@ûñ fùMA aûaûuVê cûWÿ LûAaû, Äêf icdùe iûAùKf jýûùŠf QûWÿò iûwcû^u iûùw _âZòù~ûMòZû
Keòaû @ûC KùfR icde ùKùZ K[ûcù^ _Wÿ[ò ûG ö ùKùZ ù~ ù_âcòKu _ûAñ ù_âcòKû iûRò ù_âcòKe
_ûMkûcòe cìk iûlú iûRòQò ö ^ aêSò _ûeòùf aò ùi iaê aêSò_ûùe ö @ûjêeò gúZk _a^ ijòZ iáZò aehò
\òG ö
Lûfò Ne ^êùjñ Kûe, ai iaê RûZòe aûZûd^u @aÉû bûeò Leû_ ö ùjùf ùicûù^ ^òÊû[ð_e
bûùa @ûc ùiaûùe Zûue Rúa^ C›Mð KeòQ«ò ö @ûùc K’Y SeKûeê KòQò gòLê ^ûjû«ò ?? ùi aû
@ûcKê ^ Kjò ùKùZ K[û gòLûCQò ö VKþ VKþ Keò KòG KaûU aûùWÿAfû ö ùLûfòfû ùaùk ùIßUþe bûA^û
@Wÿðe ^aû _ûAñ @ûiòQ«ò ö Kjòùf bûA^û iûe SeKû aû ùLûfê ^ûjû«ò ö ùi _ùKAfûùaùk cêñ bûaê[ûG
ùLûfû @ûC a¦ bòZùe Rúa^ aû ieòMfû SeKûe ö cù^ jêG \òù^ ùi K[û Kjòa ö Zû’e ji Lêiò
aû<òa ö @ûùc iûw jaê ö ùjùf aûZûd^ Kjòa Z ?????
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Kjòù\ Zê jñ [ùe
Er. Sashidhar Behera,
Lecturer in Civil,
Odisha School of Mining Engineering, Keonjhar

ù~ùaVê ù\LôQò ùZûùZ ùcû @ûLô _fK _Wê^ò
cêñ Kjòaò KûjûKê
ù~ùa cêñ bûaêQò ùZûùZ ùcû @ûMùe Zê ^ûPêQê
cêñ ù\LêQò ~ûjûKê
Kû^ùe gêbêQò ùcûe ^û ùZûe @ûiò
ùcûùZ fûùM ùZû Qê@ûñùe ~ûCQò cêñ bûiò
KòQò ù_âc Cuòcûù^ Kjòaò KûjûKê
Kjòù\ Zê jñ [ùe ...... _âòd .....
eû^ú Keò CùVAù^aò ùcû \ê^ò@ûKê ...... ö1ö
ùcûùZ fûùM cêñ _ûMk ùaûù] ùjA ~ûAQò ùZû ù_âcùe
ùiA ù_âcKê c^ ù\aû _ûAñ RûMûùU KòYòQò RjÜùe
@ûC KòQò bûa^û @ûùi ^ûjó ùZû aò^û ùcû c^ùe
bûa^ûKê iaê iûAZò eLêQò cêñ ùZû _ûAñ ùcû MúZùe ... ö 2 ö
AQû jêG UòùK jûZ QêAñaûKê aiò ùZûe _ûLùe
jRûùe i_^ ù\LêQò ùZûùZ cêñ fûMê Zê @Qê KûAñ \ìeùe
aûU Pûfê Pûkê [Kò ~ûG ~\ò ùgûA~òaò ùZûe aûjêùe
gâûaY bòRû ùfûWÿû ^ûjó ùcûe Zê [ôùf _âòdû _ûLùe ...ö 3 ö
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_eòa©òðZ
A. N. Arpita Aparajita
Lecturer in Physics
Govt. Polytechnic, Bhadrak

@ûRò @ù^K \ò^ _ùe
ùfL^ú ]eòfò ö
ùjùf g±cûù^ ]eû ù\ùf^ò ö
ùLûRò aêfòfò, @]úe ùjfò
_âûù_ý [ôfû ^òeûgû ~û’
Lûfò cêñ aûUaYû ùjfò ö
ùLûRê ùLûRê Sê<ò _Wÿòf.ò ..
iûùcÜ ùcûe aWÿ _ûjûWÿùU
lZûq ùjfò, eqûq ùjfò
ù\A ¤û^ aêSòfò cêñ
_ûjûWÿ ^êùjñ ù~
ùi ùcû bûa^ûùe _eòa©òðZ eì_UòG ö
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“ceúPòKû”
Subhasmita Nayak
Lecturer in Civil
Govt. Polytechnic, Mourbhanja

iê\ìeeê \òùg iê^ûjeòYú,
_ûLKê Mùf ùi jRòMfûYò ö
Zéhû[ð Lêiò jêG ù\Lôù\ùf Rk,
ùiA Rk ^ _ûAñ ùi jêG @aòPk ö
iZùe ùi ^ [ûG ùKùa ]eû_éÂùe,
@^êba KeûG Kò«ê ibòu c^ùe ö
Rk _eò \ògê[ûG ùi Rk i\ég,
Kjò\òG ùi ùcûùZ ]eò^@ò @ûi ö
Leûe @ûMc^ùe jêG Zûe @ûaòbðûa,
@«e _âi^Ü jêG ù\Lô Zûe Êbûa ö
Gbkò \égý ù\Lô c^ cdìeú ^ûPòCùV,
_êYò @\égý _ûA c^ ùcûe Kû¦òCùV ö
~ûZâû icdùe lYòK Lêiò iòG,
icd aýa]û^ùe c^ RòùY ~òG ö
@ûc ij ùLkò aêùf fêPò fêPòKû,
ùjC _ùQ ùi còQò còQòKû ö
ùi ùjCQò @ûc @\ò^ò@û ù_âcòKû,
^û’ [ûA aò ùi ùjCQò @^ûcòKû ö
]eòZúâ cû”e ùijò cjû^ûdòKû,
jé\de eûYú iòG ^û’ Zûe “ceúPòKû” ö
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iaêR iê¦e @ûc _eòùag
Suvendu Muduli
Lecturer in Govt. Polytechnic, Ragadi, Jajpur

a^ýR«ê iõelY Keê[aô û
R^iõLýû ^òdªY
^òR Êû[ð _ûAñ ^ Keòaû ùKùa
_eòùag _â\hì Y ö6ö
Keòaû g_[ eLôaû cjZ
@ûc ]eYú eûYúe
Zû’e _eòùag iêelû Keòaû
@ùU \ûdòZß @ûce ö7ö
iaêR iê¦e @ûC ÊûiÚý_â\
eLôaû Z _eòùag
iû[ðK ùjûAa Rúa^ @ûce
`êUòa cêñjùe ji ö8ö
_eòùag @ûC _âKZé eò elû
ùjC Rúa^e ù¤d
@ûc _eòùag ùja iêelòZ
ùja _êYò c]êcd ö9ö
aògßaûiú @ûùc ùjûA GKZâòZ
@ûc Keòaû g_Z
@ûc _eòùag @ûùc a*ûAaû
ùjûA _ì‰ð ic_ðZò ö10ö

iaêR iê¦e @ûc _eòùag
fûùM ùKùZ @û_Yûe
giýgýûckû _âKZé ò eûYú
\ògA Kò cù^ûje ö1ö
@û_Yû Êû[ðùe @§ùjûA @ûùc
bêfò jòZûjòZ mû^
Rwf Kû~ò _â\hì ò Keê
^òR _eòùag RûY ö2ö
@ûce _âMZò ùjaiò^û bûA
ùjùf \îZ gòÌûd^
_eòùag ~\ò iêiÚ ^ejòa
iaêKòQò cìfýjú^ ö3ö
ùja ~\ò aûdê, Rk, g± Z[û
cé©òKûe _â\hì Y
]ßõicêLú ùja @ûceò _é[ôaú
G K[ûUò iZý RûY ö4ö
cûZâ _âZKò ûe @ûceò jûZùe
ejò@Qò ù~ Zûjûe
^KûUò Rwf ^ìZ^ aél
ùeû_Y Keòaû iûe ö5ö
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